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iiiMliiiy family moved into an
abandoned stone rectory on the rugged
northwest coast of Ireland when I was eight.
For the following seven years we were
known, under the tea-soaked breath of the
locals, as "The Americans" or "The Yankees."
Itwas in that first year, however, that I
learned there are more things that widen the
gap between people than nationality. I
remember how after school one day, Mary
Boyle told me she had seen an eagle in my
church. We were sitting on top of the gray
stuccoed schoolyard wall with Mary's
brother, Tommy, and Mary said, "Aye,Anne,
and it was flitting from pew to pew." Mary
then tucked her white hands under her
armpits and bobbed her plump arms up and
down to show me just how the eagle went.
. (story continues on page 4)









Tops and arrows - toys we all
enjoyed in the pleasant days of
youth. A well-spun top will whirl
away for awhile, but before long
will lose its momentum and wobble
to a lopsided stop. Arrows are
different. Propelled by the energy of
a taut bow-string, the arrow travels a
swift and direct course to the target.
Both translate energy into motion,
but with that the similarity ends.
Institutions and people can be
either tops or arrows. Some spin
feverishly and, having exhausted
their energy, collapse about where
they began. Others move swiftly and
deliberately toward a well-defined
goal. It is commitment to a goal that
maintains direction in flight. An
institution that does not know
where it is going or what it intends
to achieve is like a wobbly top,
destined to fall.
The French have supplied us with
the word raison d'etre - reason for
being, justification for existence. It
asks the crucial question - Why are
you here' What is it that justifies
your existence? Organizational
entropy, that tendency toward loss
debates, drafts and revisions, the
board of trustees officially adopted
the mission statement printed
below. It states who we are, what
we are about and how we intend to
achieve our goal.
To the extent that we keep this
goal clearly in mind, we will
continue to be like an arrow, and
not spin away our energies as an
institutional top with no place to go.
Mission Statement
The primal)' mission of
Whitu'Orth College is to glorify Cod
hy pr0/1ding its students untb an
educational experience
distinguished by excellence,
of energy in a closed system, creates oriented hy a Christian u'orld ,1eU'
the need for every institution, if it shaped hy Scripture, and designed
intends to maintain its vitaliry, to to prepare graduates for effectiue
examine its reason for being from life, uiori: and sen-ice throughout
time to time. The institution needs the trorld.
to state its essential purpose Whitu'Orth College is affiliated
succinctly and clearly. Without a untb the Presbyterian Church (U'lA)
target, the arrow has no course to and stands uitbin the historic
follow. With no specific goal, it will reformed tradition.
begin to take on the characteristics It strites to acbieoe its
of the top and substitute motion for educational goals by prol'iding a
progress. faculty of scholars committed to
So what is Whitworth's raison Jesus Christ, an atmosphere of open
d'etre? That question has received dialogue and a residential
considerable attention from faculry, entnronment that enhances and
staff and trustee vertn-epast'Y"'e--r/~"cr")m"rp7i!1i/el1ts tlie acdilemic~---"'"
and a half. After many discussions, experience.
InsideToday
"The Orange and the Green"





From hundreds of anonymous essay submissions, three
WhirwOIlh students emerged winners in the "Campus Life




they've still got it
Page 20
Alumni Director Ron Detrick pulled off quite an
entertainment coup when he reunited the Intensive Care
musical group for this year's Alumni Weekend. It was the best
show in town.





During the Spring '84 Phonathon, student callers talked to
more than 1,.400 alumni, increasing donor participation from l)
to 27 percent. Most significant was the addition of 836 first-time
donors. The results are listed here.
After l-t years of public service, Senator George Scott is
taking a break and writing a hook. In a interview with "Today"
he talks about theirnportancc of public parttciparion in the
political pnx:ess.
z
Today's Mail / 8 Today in Sports / 27
Faculty Focus / 8 Calendar / 28





National W: "" Contest
Anne Carson
For the second time in a row, Whitworth
student writers have taken top honors in the
Campus Life Magazine writing contest, the
magazine reports in its September issue.
Gregg Lewis, editor of the 250,000-circulation
magazine, said this has never happened before
in the five-year-old contest, and adds that the
staff was stunned to discover that the top
winners, selected, unlabeled, out of several
hundred manuscripts, were all from the same
college.
We at Today, believe our readers will enjoy
the work by our students, and so are publishing
two of the essays by this year's winners,
courtesy of Campus Life: first place winner
Anne Carson, a 1984 graduate from Kentfield,
Calif, and third place winner April Kuckuck, a
senior from North Bend, Oregon.
Carson received $500 from Campus Life for
her essay describing her experiences growing
up in Ireland. Her essay is published in the
magazine's September issue, as well as in this
issue of Today. ,
Stan Tag, also a 1984 graduate, from Kirkland,
Wash., took second place for "West Fork," a
story exploring his. memories of a fishing trip
with his father. Tag received $250 and will be
published in October. Tag was on a cross-
country bicycle trip as Todaywent to press, and
we were unable to arrange to publish his essay.
Carson and Tag, both English majors, were
among graduating seniors profiled in our June
issue.
Nutrition Major April Kuckuck took third
place for "Empty Nest," a humorous look at a
freshman's efforts to leave home for college.
Kuckuck won $150, and publication in a
subsequent issue, as well in this issue of
Today.
Last year Whitworth's Bruce McKay, '84, won
first place in the 1983 contest for his essay 'The
Secret. "
All four students wrote their winning work in
essay writing classes taught by adjunct instructor





(continued from front cover)
"You're making that up, MaryBoyle," I said,
poking a stray wisp of blonde hair under my
woolen cap and then pulling my bony knees up
into my skinny arms.
I turned my face to Church Road,which ran
beside the school. Mary'schurch had a tall
square tower, heavy wooden doors, and it
dominated the top of the hill, while in
comparison my church, a little way up the road,
hid itself behind a row of leafy sycamores. Mary
was Catholic. Mamma told me I was Christian
but Marysaid, with a sharp side glance, that I
was a Protestant.
"Aye,Mary is lying,Anne," Tommy Boyle said
without looking up at either of us but intently
picking at his nose with his dirty finger, 'Just
like the time she made up that yarn about
seeing a ghost walking around your
churchyard."
Marycrossed her piump arms and gave her
brother a scowling glance.
"Mammywon't let us go into your church,
Anne," Tommy added wiping his finger on the
underside of the wall's top edge. "Because she
says you don't even have a cross above your
altar."
"And Daddy says that it's because of them
Protestants that we are having all this fightin' in
the North," Marybutted in. "And my Uncle
Danny, who lives in Belfast, says we Catholics
should have nothing to do with Protestants
because the Protestants won't let us have a
united Ireland."
WaIking home
from school, I thought.
surely not all Catholics
hate Protestants. I passed
by Michael Byrne's gray
stone variety shop and
remembered the time
Michael told my father.
"Why, I sometimes wish I
were a Protestant myself,
J' ..rm,
Walking home from school, I thought, surely
not all Catholics hate Protestants. I passed by
Michael Byrne's gray stove variety shop and
remembered the time Michael told my father,
"Why, I sometimes wish I were a Protestant
myself,Jim."
"Andwhy is that?" Myfather had asked,
paring the end of a fresh plug of tobacco,
catching the shavings in his palm and then
packing them into his Peterson pipe.
"So I could stay out late at the dances
Saturday night and not have to get up for seven
o'clock mass," Michael said. He leaned his
elbows on the counter and rested his cheeks in
his hands. "It's wild tough on a young man
between courting the girls up at Fintra House
on Saturday night and then having to get up to
pray to God Sunday morning."
I liked Michael Byrne. He'was a little man,
smaller than my father, and he had bushy red
sideburns, which he let grow down to his chin.
Michael's shop smelled of nails and Three Nuns
Tobacco. Sometimes he would give me a paper
cone of cola drops out of the big glass candy jar
on the counter just because he said he liked my
"Yankee talk." Daddy often told Michael that it
wouldn't be long before I turned into a wee
Irish lass, and Michael always gave me a wink.
Soon after I got home from school, my older
brother Jim and I hurdled the tall rush clumps
over to the holy well at the edge of our
property. The holy well is a little spring with a
plaster statue of St.Catherine in a glass case
behind. Jim and I liked to float sticks down the
overflow drain from the well just to see how far
the sticks would get before they were caught up
in the debris along the edge of the drain. While
we were playing, a man came up to us. He was
tall and had a scratchy face. He had come to
pray at the well; I could tell because he was
fingering a long string of black rosary beads. I
figured he had a lot of prayers to say because
his beads were so long. Mybrother said hello,
but I didn't. I didn't like the man's eyes. They
were small and red and my father often told me
you could tell a man by his eyes.
"Areyou a Catholic or Protestant?" the man
asked us. Mybrother said we were Protestant
and the man said, "Well, tell your Daddy not to
be lockin' the gate up to the well like the last
minister did."
When I later told Mommy what the man had
asked us about our being Catholic or Protestant
she said, "He asked you that straight off?"She
even turned away from the sink and wiped her
soapy hands on the dish towel tucked into her
plaid apron. "Youshould have told him you
were Hindu and seen what he said to that," she
added turning back to scour the frying pan in
the soapy water.
The next day, Thursday, most of the school
went to catechism class at two p.m. But it was
only for the kids who went to the church with
the big square tower and heavy wooden doors.
MaryBoyle went to catechism class and on the
way out of the room she put her plump little
nose in the air as she passed by my desk. Linda
McHugh had to go to catechism class too. Linda
had long dark hair which curled in ringlets
down her back. She even had natural red lips
like Fiona in the Irish fairy tales. Linda and I
were best friends and we always did everything
together ~ except catechism class. When the
class cleared out Paddy Watson, LeslieMorrow
and I were the only ones left in our assigned
seats. I didn't mind being left alone, though,
because Paddy, Leslie, and I would always play
hangman on the board and sometimes we
would chase each other around the room with
the chalk dusters. If you got hit with the duster
you had to play dead. But since there was only
three of us the game never lasted very long
unless we drew out the dying process. Paddy
Watson sure had a wild way of dying. He used
to pretend he had been speared and, sticking
out his tongue, would stumble backwards and
roll over the desks until he finally died on the
floor. Itwas great fun until the headmaster
passed by our room just in time to see Paddy
roll the length of desks, fall off the end, and in a
fit of croaks and a final burp, die with all fours
up in the air. It was Paddy's best.
Master O'Connell
leaned down to me until I
could feel his breath upon
my face and said, "You
can't go in with linda
McHugh, Anne. because
you wouldn't be learning
your own religion the1"P,
now would you?"
But the next Thursday Reverend Nelsen from
Paddy and Leslie's church in Inverness came
dressed in a while collar and a black suit to give
us lessons from the Bible. Paddy and Leslie
were Methodists and I was Church of Ireland, or
so my mother had told me. Headmaster
O'Connell asked me if Reverend Nelsen "would
do" for me. I wasn't quite sure what he meant
by "do," but I thought I would use the
opportunity to ask Headmaster O'Connell if I
could join LindaMcHugh in catechism class
instead. Master O'Connell leaned down to me
until I could feel his breath upon my face and
said, "You can't go in with LindaMcHugh,Anne,
because you wouldn't be learning your own
religion there, now would you?"
I couldn't understand why Master O'Connell
thought Reverend Nelsen would be better for
Paddy, Leslie and me. We had to learn the
catechism, Bible stories, and the creed just like
the Catholic catechism class.When I told this to
Linda she said that maybe we had a different
creed from each other but she wasn't sure
because she had never heard the Protestant
Creed. I said our creed began, "l-believe-in-
God-the-Father-Almighry-maker-of-heaven-and-
earth-and- in-Jesus-Christ-his-only-son-our-Lord"
but after that I got mixed up and we would
have to wait until I learned the rest so we could
see what was so different about it.
4
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I wanted to ask my minister why I couldn't
go to catechism class with linda but on the
Sunday I planned to ask, Reverend Harris was
late for church. As we sat there on the hard
pews, the furnace, which hadn't been cleaned
out for a while, puffed smoke through the iron
grating down the aisle. Mrs.Ward waved her
Book of Common Prayer in front of her nose to
keep the smoke from getting in her eyes. Albert
Hack said Reverend Harris might have gotten
stuck out the Glencolmkille road and Mrs.Ward
agreed.
"His car sounds like a straining cow these
days, don't you agree, Carol," Mrs.Ward
whispered loudly in my mother's ear. "And he
drives like a mad man."
"Yes,"my mother whispered back, leaning
close to Mrs.Ward's brown furry hat. "1 think it's
a way of proving his trust in God, Nancy.All
ministers seem to pray first and then drive like
it's the last sheep roundup before the rapture."
Half an hour later Reverend Harris tore down
the aisle buttoning his white collar as he went.
Mrs.Henry in her pink flowered hat leaned
close to the music above the keys of the
harmonium and began to pump energetically.
At first there was only the sound of a board
hitting the floorand then a drone like a
bagpipe warming up. When the harmonium
was ready Mrs.Henry led us into hymn 372 as
well as her frail legs allowed.
The service was longer than usual that
Sunday because there was to be a baby baptism.
The cute little red-faced baby girl sucked her
thumb as Reverend Harris held her in the crook
of his flowing surpliced arm. Reverend Harris
dipped his fingertips into the bowl of the stone
font and, letting the water drip on the child's
forehead, he named her Catherine Patricia and
.,~~!p--:-_~_~Ilid>thesign of the cross. After the
baptism there was a restless stir among the
congregation, and Mrs.Ward whispered. to Mrs.
O'Kelly near me that Catherine Patricia's
grandmother was on holiday in England. I
thought it a pity the grandmother couldn't be
there but J guessed the parents felt they
couldn't wait until the grandmother got back.
Then Mrs.O'Kelly leaned toward Mr.O'Kelly
and whispered something about a "mixed
marriage."
I asked mother later what a "mixed marriage"
was. At eight r was intelligent enough to know
that girls had to marry boys, so that couldn't be
it, but my mother said that in Ireland a mixed
marriage was when a Catholic married a
Protestant.
In school several days after the baptism, on
St.Patrick's Day,Master Magee asked us to
name the colors of the Irish Flag. In an Irish
classroom one isn't allowed 10 speak unless
called upon, but everyone seemed to know the
answer, and hands flew up all over the room.
When Master Magee hesitated for a moment, we
began to wave our arms in the air, chanting in
Gaelic "Misba, Misha - me, me." MasterMagee
called on Francis Roddy and Francis stood up
and said, "Green, white and gold, Sir."
All the hands in the classroom went down
with a sigh. Myhand stayed up, though.
MasterMagee slapped the chalk dust off his
hands. "What do you think, Anne?"
"Green, white and orange, Sir," I said, quickly
rising to my feet and sending the seat of my
chair clattering against its fixed back. "Green for
the Catholics, white for peace, and orange for
the Protestants, Sir," I added after a moment.
"That's correct, Anne. You may be seated."
"But my Mammy and Daddy taught me green,
white and gold, Sir!"Eileen Moore protested,
standing.
"And mine, too," Francis added, seeing he
had a chance to defend his answer.
"Manystill hold 10 the notion that the colors
are green, white and gold," Master Magee said.
"But each color has a meaning and there is no
meaning for gold."
Later that afternoon Dad asked me if I would
like to help him paint our punt, which we
moored at Roshan Port !WO miles up the road
from our house. Charlie Gallagher had offered
to help Dad and several days earlier they had
dragged logs down 10 the beach and rolled the
boat up on the logs so it could dry for a few
days. Then on St.Patrick's DayDad pushed two
tins of Weldon's Water proof Orange Paint into
the back of our Landrover and we drove down
to the port. Charlie was already there smoking a
cigarette and blowing the smoke Sidewaysout
of his mouth. He had on his black Wellington
boots and green knitted vest like alwlays.
I liked Charlie Gallagher, even though he
went to the other church, because Charlie
smelled of horses and I liked horses.
"It's good to smell like a harse if yous
workin' with harses," Charlie often said.
"Thataways they niver scared of you."
We were halfway through the painting when
Dad burst out laughing. Dad had a high hee
hee laugh even though he was a big man with a
bushy red beard.
"00 you see what we're doing, Charlie?" Dad
asked, sitting down on the green side of the
boat. "We're painting out the green and
painting in the orange!"
Charlie sat down on the same side of the
boat and wiped his dirty shirt sleeve across his
forehead. "Bygum, Jim," he said with a short
sputtering laugh, "so we are."
"1guess it's that Orange man's sash of my
Irish grandfather coming through the Carson
genes," Dad said, picking up his paintbrush
again. "1hope you'lliake no offense, Charlie."
"Not a bit, Jim. Not a bit." Charlie said. Then
looking at his watch he added, "Ach, it's four
o'clock, Jim. Marysaid she'd have the kettle on
for us if you'd like to come up for a wee drop."
"I'Uhave no idols
in this church," Mr.
Hamilton said, standing
up and gripping the edge
of the bookrack in front of
him. "Leave that pagan
worship to the church
down the road. "
As we walked the worn cow path up the side
of the hill 10 Charlie's thatched cottage, I
couldn't help wondering if the orange and the
green was something bred into all Irishmen as
my father had said; or if it was a matter of
choice.
On the following Good Friday everyone got
out of school at noon so we could go to church.
Afterchurch I wanted to go home again and
watch "The LongChase"- a series I had been
following on the television; but instead I had to
wait with Mom and Dad and Jim for over an
hour to hear a specially called church meeting.
Mr.Ward had made a lovely cross out of brass
especially for Easter. It was very plain but I
liked it because it was so smooth and shiny.
When Mr.Ward set it on the altar, though, to
see how it would look, Mr.Hamilton jerked out
of his pew. Mr.Hamilton had Parkinson's
disease, which made his head and hands jerk all
the time.
'Til have no idols in this church," Mr.
Hamilton said, standing up and gripping the
edge of the bookrack in front of him. "Leave
that pagan worship to the church down the
road."
When Mr.Hamilton sat down his faced
turned into a deep red and he began to shake
even more. Mrs. Hamilton had to put her arm
around Mr.Hamilton's shoulders to steady him.
Then Reverend Harris whispered something to
Mr.Ward and Mr.Ward took the cross off the
altar. Then my father stood up and, placing his
hands gently on the boo krack, said, "As
Christians, Donald, we must realize that the
only important thing in church is to worship
God and not whether we do it with a cross on
the altar, or whether we pray with rosary beads,
or by sitting with our hands folded."
At this Mr.Harnilton raised himself to his feet
again. His wife tried 10 get him 10 sit down, but
he pushed her hands away. 'Til forgive you for
your remark, Jim, because I know you are a
foreigner and don't understand the heart of an
Orange man like myself. But I'll have nothing 10
do with a church that clutters its altar with the
symbols of idolatry."
'Jim is right, Donald," Mr.Ward said,
standing up and tucking his hands into the
pockets of his green tweed jacket. "This near-
sightedness of criticizing a church just by the
way it looks on the inside has gone on long
enough -"
"And I'll tell you, Albert," Mr.Hamilton
butted in. "This cross on the altar is the first
step to Maryworship and I'll have none of
those Catholic acts. My father and my father's
father wore the Orange sash proudly across
their broad chests and I'll continue to do the
same," Mr.Hamilton said, moving like he was
going to sit down. But then he stood up again,
and pounding his fist slowly on the bookrack,
said "And I'll tell my children and my
grandchildren to be on the lookout for any
signs of Catholicism that come into this church.
" With that Mr.Hamilton turned and headed
slowly for the church door, motioning to his
wife, who was dabbing her eyes with her
handkerchief.
Several weeks later I joined Maryand Tommy
Boyle on top of the schoolyard wall once again.
"Mary,"I said, pulling my knees up into my
arms and glancing over at her. "00 you think
anyone would mind if I took a wee peek into
your church?"
Mary looked up at me with a jerk of her head.
She had been trying to choose which color
candy she wanted to try next out of her little
white paper bag, but now she looked so
shocked that she almost dropped the bag.
Tommy Wiped his nose all the way down his
shirt sleeve and, jumping off the wall, he said,
"Come on, Anne, I'll show ya. Sure I don't see
what the big deal is anyway. I'll even take you
into the confessional box if you like." He
looked over his shoulder in time to see his
sister's jaw drop. "But only if you'll promise me
a wee peep into your church." .
"I promise," I said as we started trotting
down to Church Road.
"Well you wee devil," I heard Marysay faintly




I sat in a large captain's chair, my feet
dangling over its broad arms. Final rays of
sunlight streamed through the picture window
and fell on deep pink rhododendron blossoms
in a knotted white china vase on the maple
dining room table in front of me. Mom was
busily mixing a chocolate cake in the adjoining
kitchen and singing snatches of "jean, jean,
Roses are Red" over the whine of the electric
~. mixer. I chewed on the eraser end of my pencil
and watched a pink petal drop from its stem
and float to the table. Then I gazed at the health
form before me. It was the last of the paper
work that had to be completed for college
entrance at Whitworth.
"April, I do wish you would change your
mind about college," Mom said, talking loudly
over the mixer. "We'll never survive without
you."
"But,Mom-"
"I just can't bear the thought of my little girl
leaving home."
I sighed and went back to work. Name? I
wrote "April Kuckuck." Telephone?756-1318.
Social Security number? "Mom!" I hollered.
"What's my social security number?"
"What about lumber?" she yelled back.
"Not lumber -i-number." She turned off the
mixer and in the sudden quiet my last words
blasted through the room.
"You needn't shout, dear," Mom said. "Maybe
you should ask your father; he knows more
about Iumber and that kind of thing."
"Number, Mom. I need my social security
number for this health form. Whitworth wants
to know everything from how much I weigh to
whether my great great uncle had diabetes
insipidous."
Mom Wiped her hands on her red-checked
apron and pushed a wisp of brunette hair from
her dark brown eyes. A streak of chocolate
batter clung to her milk-white cheek.
UNumber. Mom. I
need my social security
number for this health
form. Whitworth wants to
know everything from
how much I weigh to
whether my great great
uncle had diabetes
insipidous. tt
"April," she said. "I think you're rushing this
college thing. Are you sure you-don't want to
wait a year and work at Miss Piggy's pizza parlor
like your brother did? College isn't something
to rush into, you know."
"It took me 18 years to get to-this point," I
said. "I don't feel like I'm rushing it." I looked
back at the health form. "Who should be
contacted in case of emergency?"
Mom came up behind me and leaned against
the high back of the captain's chair. "Your Uncle
Max went to college when he was 18 and
flunked out the first term."
"Uncle Max also flunked out of freshman
math when he was a senior in high school," I
said. "Beverly Babb has been at college for a
semester and she says it isn't as hard as it's
cracked up to be."
"Wasn't it also Beverly Babb who told you
she has a pet ostrich that swims in the bathtub
with her?" Mom asked, her eyebrow raised.
"That was when she was in the first grade,
Mom."
Mom sighed and walked back into the
kitchen. Her 4-foot-11 frame almost disappeared
behind the white formica-counrer. "I still think
you're too young -" The rest of her words
were drowned out by the electric mixer.
I heard the front door slam. Dad's tall, lean
form appeared in the entryway. He ducked
under the chandelier on his way past me to the
kitchen.
"What's for dinner?" he asked.
"Thanks!" Mom sang. Dad gave me a puzzled
look. I shrugged my shoulders.
Mom turned off the mixer. "Thanks for
noticing. I guess I am looking thinner, aren't 1'''
Dad stooped and planted a kiss on her cheek.
He had to bend over almost double to reach
her face. His hair was the same shade as Mom's
but peppered with silvery gray He looked up
slightly to give me a wink with clear blue eyes.
"Yes, I do believe you are thinner,
Sweetheart. Now what's for dinner?" From over
her shoulder he watched her pour batter into
the cake pan. "Mrnrn, a triple layer chocolate
marble cake? Do I dare hope it will have
creamy orange filling and a delectable cream
cheese frosting?"
"Your favorite," Mom said and beamed. Dad
stooped to kiss her again. As he wrapped his
arms around her, he stretched a hand to the
cake pan and dipped his finger into the batter.
''You don't fool me, Mike Kuckuck," Mom
said, freeing herself from his embrace. "Stay out
of that batter."
Dad shook his head at me. "I don't know
how she does it." Mom turned away to set the
temperature on the oven. Dad swiped another
finger of batter and hurried from the kitchen.
Dad read the community affairs section of the
Daily Herald as he and I waited at the dining
room table for Mom to put dinner on. I had
only one blank left to fill in on my health form.
"Dad? What is my social security number?"
"Hmrn, security drummer?" he mumbled, not
looking up from the paper. "I'm afraid I don't
know what one is, dear."
"Doesn't anyone understand English?" I said
and brought my elbows down on the table so
hard that the plate jumped and my fork
clattered to the linoleum floor. "I said number,
NUMB-E-R Not lumber, which has an 'I'
sound or drummer, which starts with a 'd.' I
don't care about lumber or drummers, I need to
know my social security number tci finish this
health form!"
'The Australian white whale has been spotted
off our coast!" Dad hollered. "What a chance of
a lifetime!" He thrust the paper under my nose.
"I'll have to give my whale watchers club a call
to see if the group is planning to investigate it."
"April, do get yourself a clean fork," Mom
said, setting a small covered dish on the table.
"Yours dropped on the floor when your elbows
hit the table." She sat down. Dad put down the
Daily Herald He stared at the white Pyrex dish
sitting alone on the table. He looked out into
the kitchen then back at the dish. He lifted the
cover. Inside lay a small roasted bird. The
drumsticks were no larger than golf balls and
contained a comparable amount of meat.
u...
£his is dinner?"
Dad asked. We both
looked at Mom. "Yes,"
she said. "April is leaving
for college soon and I
have to get used to
cooking smaller
portions. tt
"This is dinner?" Dad asked. We both looked
at Mom.
"Yes," she said. "April is leaving for college
soon and I have to get used to cooking smaller
portions."
I could have put the whole bird between two
slices of bread and eaten the sandwich myself.
"I didn't realize it would mean that big an
adjustment," I said.
Dad picked up his wood-handled Prairie
knife and started carving the little bird. "Let'S
look on the bright side," he said. "If we eat like
this for very long, I'll be able to slide under
doors without having to open them." He
handed me a drumstick. "You'll be leaving
pretty soon now, won't you, April?" He grinned
sideways at me. "What will your mother and I
do with all the money we'll be saving on
groceri es?"
"You'll be sending it to Whitworth to payoff
my school bill," I said. We sat in silence,
gnawing on our pieces of meat. The cuckoo
clock ticked rhythmically in the background.
"About my social security number -" I
began. The doorbell rang. I glanced at the
cuckoo clock above the red brick mantel.
"That's Pete, exactly six minutes late as usual.
I'll let him in."
"Invite him to have some cake with us," Mom
said.
I turned to the front door. "Come on in,
Pete!" I yelled, and he entered, ducking his
blond head under the chandelier. He was lean
like my father and had a thin blond mustache
that would easily be overlooked if he didn't
comb it with his fingers so often. He eyed the
three-layer cake cooling on the counter. "I love
chocolate cake," he said.
'.
",'~$\~%~
with some activity or another and the weekS
went quickly. 'the week before Thanks&~1Ar'
break I called home to tell Mom and ~-tli~t
flight I'd be arriving on at the North Be(j'~
airport. Myroommate, Becky, sat by the.:dftqne,
polishing her nails as I dialed the num~'
"I should probably call my parents when
you're through," she said, tossing her long dark
hair over her shoulder. "I haven't written them
for three weeks and they might be glad to hear
I'm alive."
"Sitdown and have a piece with us," Mom
urged.
"You're so subtle, Pete," I said.
He grinned. "No use beating around the
bush. I'm starved."
"So are we," Dad sighed and dropped a bone
onto the plate. He wiped his fingers on his
napkin.
Mom set the cake on the table. "Everyone
help yourself," she said and cut a paper-thin
slice for herself. "Pete, when are you heading
off for college?"
Pete wiped his mustache with his napkin.
"End of the month. Scrumptious cake, Mrs.
Kuckuck IfApril can cook this well, I'll marry
her."
"Well, I can't, so I guess I'm safe," [ said.
Mom cut Pete another generous wedge and
another paper-thin slice for herself. "Pete, what
are your parents going to do when you leave?"
Pete looked up with a puzzled expression.
"Well, I suppose Dad will keep working at
Jenson's Plumbing and Mom will probably keep
teaching preschool at Teddy Bear Day Care."
Mom picked up Dad's Daily Herald "We
need to buy an animal or something to fill the
gap when April leaves."
"What kind of animal?" I asked.
Mom cut herself another paper-thin slice of
cake. "Oh, a goat, a cow - a chicken, maybe. [
really don't know. Just something to care for
and spoil while you're away."
"I'm flattered to think a chicken would 'fill
the gap' while I'm away," I said.
"Whatwe need is a motor home," Dad said.
He took a section of the classified ads from
Mom. "We'll do some of the traveling we've
been wanting to do. We could drive back to
Alabama and see your cousin Minnie."
_!!!!~-IIIII.IiIIi __ 1het'linger around the trim of the
cake plate and brought the finger to her mouth.
"Cousin Minnie is a health nut. She told me in




laughed, her brown eyes
crinkling up at the
comers. "Of course not.
But with you leaving, it
will seem awfully empty
around here. We may
want to adopt a child. "
I stood up from the table. "Pete and I are
going to Towne Center Mall to see a movie.
We'd better get going."
"Which movie?" Dad asked.
"Black Stallion."
"Didn't you just see that last week?"
"And two weeks before that," Pete said,
grimacing.
"Well, the photography is so good," I said.
"And I love the patt where the boy rides the
horse for the first time. I could see it a million
times and never get tired of it."
''You'll be watching the last 999,997 times
without me," Pete said, pulling on the corner of
his mustache and standing up. "I like you, but I
don't like you that much." He turned to Mom.
"Thanks for the cake, Mrs.Kuckuck"
"Anytime, Pete."
"Good. I'll have another piece when I bring
April back" As we stepped outside, I could hear
Mom asking Dad if he would rather milk a goat
or a cow. I shook my head and followed Pete to
his brown Datsun.
Momwas curled up on the sofa looking at
the photo album of my baby pictures when I
arrived home. A deep purple afghan that
Grandma Evans had crocheted was wrapped
snugly around her legs. "Hi, Mom," I said.
"How was the movie?" she asked.
"I love it but Pete fidgeted through the whole
thing. He kept talking while I was trying to
watch the movie."
"Where is Pete' I thought he'd be in for
another piece of cake."
"He didn't feel like cake after three bags of
popcorn and a box of Good & Plenty."
Mom smiled. "You know, April,when you are
at college I'll be sitting here on Friday nights
worrying that you are staying out too late."
"Don't worry about that, Mom. I won't be
going out on Fridaynights. Pete and I are going
steady and since he will be at college in
Montana, I'll probably spend most of my
weekends in the dorm eating popcorn and
reading C.S.Lewis."
"Youwon't be going out? Why that's half the
fun of college life, the only thing that makes the
weekdays of cramming for exams and doing
homework bearable." Mom put my baby
pictures on the sofa beside her. ''I'll sit here on
Fridaynights and worry that you aren't out
having fun like all the other girls."
"But just a minute ago you said -" Itwas
then I noticed the book in her hand, 500
Names for your New Baby. "Mom, you aren't-
"
"Pregnant?" She laughed, her brown eyes
crinkling up at the corners. "Of course not. But
with you leaving, it will seem awfully empty
around here. We maywant to adopt a child."
She opened the book to the place held with her
index finger. "What do you think of 'Marvin'?"
"It's fine for the goat or the cow," I said and
kissed her on the forehead. "I'm going to bed,
Mom. Good night." I started down the stairs.
"Oh, April," Mom called after me. I turned
around. "When you're at college, if you ever
want to call home just to talk about something--
anything," she glanced toward her and Dad's
bedroom and lowered her voice, "you can call
collect."
I smiled. "Thanks, Mom."
Aweek later, I stood at gate 84 in the North
Bend airport with three aquamarine Samsonite
suitcases and my green canvas carry-on.Dad
thrust a set of yellow Handyman screwdrivers
into my hand. "Screwdriversare a necessity for a
young girl at college without her father there to
fix everything that fallsapart," he said. "But ifyou
do need me be sure to call."
"Collect,"Momwhispered.
"Last call for Horizon flight number 23 leaving
for Spokane," the intercom announced.
"Passengers board at gate 84 ..."
Mom put a small covered woven basket in
my hand. "Food," she explained. "They
probably won't feed you right at college."
I swallowed a lump in my throat.
It didn't take long for me to adjust to the fast
pace of college life. Everyminute was filled
uv
lou won'tbe
going out? Why that's half
the fun of college life, the
only thing that makes the
weekdays of cramming
for exams and doing
homework bearable."
Mom put my baby
pictures on the sofa
beside her. "I'll sit here
on Friday nights and
worry that you aren't out




"Three weeks?" I repeated, staring at Becky.
"Myparents would send the whole Spokane
police force to investigate if I missed one week
But I tried all last week but no one answered
the phone." [ listened to the phone ring.
Mom's cheerful voice came over the line. "Hi,
Morn!" [ said, "I'm fine, how's everything
there?"
"Tell her 'Hi' for me," Beckywhispered as
she fanned her hand out the window to dry the
mauve polish on her nails.
"Becky says 'Hi." [ said. Then, to Becky I
added, "Mom says 'Hi' back" I looked at her
nails. "That polish clashes with your clothes."
"How does she know?" Becky asked.
"No, Mom, I'm sure your polish looks fine. I
was talking to Becky. Mom, my Thanksgiving
break is coming up this week [ tried to call you
and Dad last week but no one answered. [ tried
to tell you what time my plane comes in. -
Mmm, you were? - [ don't mind, Mom, really.
I'll bring my sleeping bag-Two twelve-Okay - [
love you too." [ placed the phone back into the
receiver.
"What did she say?"Becky asked.
"The reason I couldn't reach them last week
is because they were in Hawaii. I'm lucky [
caught them home this time, because they're
just getting ready to spend three days on Eel
Lake in the Halson's condominium."
"Sounds like my parents."
"That's not all. Mom wondered if I would
mind sleeping on the couch when I get home.




Recently I came across a news-
paper clipping which related the
retirement of Professor Milton
Johnson from academic life after 27
years at Whitworth. I was in one of
his first choirs. The experience was
one of the most infl uencial in
shaping my professional life.
After graduation, [I entered] the
field of speech pathology, voice and
its disorders. I'm convinced that my
interest in this specialty stems from
my singing experiences at
Whitworth.
[I have worked] at two major
Midwest medical schools where
teaching has a heavy emphasis on
voice and its disorders. I have
several publications and have
conducted seminars in voice
throughout the United States and
Canada. I serve on the Scientific
Advisory Board of the Voice
_ Foundation and the Board of
Directors of the Indiana Opera
Theater.
Such experiences would not have
been without the influence of
Whitworth's music program and
Professor Johnson. To "Uncle
Miltie" (as we called him behind
his back), and to Whitworth I
express a big Thank You. You
touched my life in a very significant
and lasting way.
R.E. (Ed) Stone, Jr., PhD. '60
Indianapolis, Ind.
Even your fine tribute to Albert
Arend (Iune, 84) can't do justice to
the memory of this great Christian
gentleman, who had an enduring
_ influence upon all with whom he
came in contact.
Albert's deep faith and vibrant
enthusiasm repeatedly made him
the man of the hour. An example
was the occasion of a national
Christian Endeavor convention
when he arrived to find the leaders
in deep gloom -a financial crisis
loomed. Albert's solution was
characteristic. He took the lead in
explaining the dilemma to the
assembled delegates who,
predictably, opened their
pocketbooks and saved the day.
Albert Arend was a man who
"made a difference." The world will
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To the Editor:
I was the one and only secretary
in the Public Relations-Alumni
Office when J. Paul Snyder and Bill
Sauve' were in charge in 1952-53. I
can remember that the alumni news
was typewritten and I worked many
hours putting it together.
Richard Hanks, '49x, and I were able
to persuade Mr. Snyder and Bill that
it would be advantageous for the
news to be printed by a professional
printer, despite much opposition. I
never receive an alumni publication
without remembering this and
telling myself that it was probably
my greatest contribution to the
alumni office.
It was the most interesting
position I have ever held and I
treasure the days spent there.
Eunlce Buckley Wilson, '5-:2x
Concord, Calif.
To the Alumni Office:
I'm glad to help with this survey
and' excited about "rekindling"
Whitworth in my life. I'm looking
forward to the new alumni
handbook. I've really enjoyed
reading Today of late and am proud
to be an alum. Thanks.
Helen Tait, '76
Sunnyvale, Calif.
(Reader Tait is referring to a
marriage and divorce survey mailed
randomly to Today readers this
summer. See our general news
section. -ED. J
Enjoyed the issue of Today that
came recently with news of people
I've known over the years, Nice
writeup on Dr. Albert K. Arend. He
paid the way for two friends and me
to stay at the YMCAwhile attending.
a Christian Endeavor convention at
Knox Presbyterian in 1932.
Nice to see music professors
honored. I took voice lessons from
Ruby Heritage in 1947.
I served as an area missionary
with ASSUhere in California for 27






professor of mathematics and
computer science, has been
appointed interim asS()Ci~ltcdean
for undergraduate affairx. The duties
of the half-time position include
helping improve ~l(Jyisingand
retention, supervision of the English
as a Second Language program,
work with faculty Oil reaching
effectiveness and student petitions,
_Oirector of Continuing Studies
Don Spencer has been promoted to
dean of continuing studies and will
add coordination of departmental
reviews to his responsibilities,
• Paul Olsen, registrar, has also
been gi\'en added duties. Ilis new
title is registrar and director of
research. The change will enable to
college to engage in significant
institutional research for its overall
planning and dcvelopmeut efforts.
.Betty Malmstad, director of
graduate studies in education,
spoke to a confcrencc of special
educators in England in Jul\'. Iler
subject was "Training All Teachers




_ Dick Evans, professor of music,
has been re-elected president of the
faculrv asscmhlv tor 19K+K'i. lie is
also president-elect of the Washing-
ton Colleges Musil' Council, a semi-
annual meeting of college music
deans and chairs in the state of
\'('ashingt()I1,
• Palestine and the Middle Eastern
situation were the subjects of two
recent regi()l1al relcvixion pn)gr~lms
featuring RajaTanas, assistant
professor of sociology,
_AI Gray, professor emeritus of
journalism, was elected member of
the Prcxhvtcrian Historical Society of
the General Asscmhlv of the
Prcshvtcrian Church (I 'SA) at its
recent annual meeting. Gray and his
wife, Nicolin Gray, professor
emeritus of hiol(}gy, recently
published a centennial historv of
the First Prcsbvtcrian Church of
Spokane.
.Arlin Migliazzo, assistant professor
of history, was among 16Spokane
area teachers selected for the
teacher/business summer experi-
ence program of the Spokane
Chamber of Commerce. fie was




When Whitworth Today writer
Paul Bunning sent a questionnaire
on marriage and divorce to
randomly selected readers last
summer, he hoped to collect
perhaps 200 responses.
To date, we have received more
than 600 questionnaire - plus
phone calls, letters and even one
donation, Respondents wrote from
almost every state and several
foreign countries,
Our article is planned for our
December issue, but already
Bunning says he is impressed by the
interest and, above all, the diversity
shown by our readers, He notes that
respondents "range from Ph.Ds in
the social sciences to men and
women with no special expertise in
the subject--but who care deeply."
"It is also terribly clear how
important family is to our readers,
and how painful divorce can be," he
adds.
Above all he has a mixture of
gratitude - and dread, Gratitude to
the openness and willingness of
Whitworth people to examine
family life - and dread because he
literally sees an immense pile of
work on his desk.
At last count, however, he reports
gratitude running slightly ahead of
dread.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill W. Hillman
Mr. and Mrs. Myron W. Hillman
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn M. Hink




Mr and Mrs Leslie L. Hogan
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Hogue
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hogue
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hoidal
Mr. and Mrs. Lonny L. Holleman
C. Ann Hotfifield
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Hollingsworth
Tena Hood
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hook
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hook
Mr. and Mrs. Glen E. Hooper
Mr. and Mrs. Gary J. Hopkins
Henry Hoshino
Pauline E. Housenga
Dr. and Mrs. Frank E. Houser, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Huber
Mr. and Mrs. Russell M. Hueckel
Mr. and Mrs. Del Hueter
Mr. and Mrs. Bernal D. Hug
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley P. Hughart
Mr, and Mrs. David K. Hughes
John A. Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Hughes
Perry L. Hughes
Hughes Aircraft Company
Mr and Mrs. Ted W. Hugett
Mr. and Mrs. Elart F. Hultgrenn
Mr. and Mrs, A. A. Hunt
Mrs. Clifford Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey A. Hurst
Hyde S:1cretarial Service
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald D. Hyder
Inland Power and Light
• Company
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan W. Irwin
Robert D. rsrtt
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Jackman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence 0,
Jahnsen
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. James
Dr, and Mrs. Dean G. Jamieson
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Jamieson




Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. James Blake
Johnson
James M. Johnson
Dr. and Mrs. Jasper Johnson
Mrs. Myrtle A. Johnson
Raymond Johnson
Dr. and Mrs. Rick L. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen C.
Johnson
Dr. and Mrs. William L. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Johnson
The Johnson's Wax Fund
Vern Johnson and Sons,
Incorporated
Mrs. Eunice E. Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Dewi Jones
Mrs. Dorothy M. Joy
Margaret Leslie Jung
Mr. and Mrs. tcntro Kamiya
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Karlsten
Mr and Mrs. Philip L. Kastens
Mr. and Mrs. Alan S. Kaul
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Keig
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry L. Kelly
Dr. and Mrs. William M. Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Kennaly
John F. Kerl
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W
Keturakat
Kidder Peabody and Company
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howie King
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kirsch
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Kttayarna
Thomas L Kittleman
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald W. Klein
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Klein
Dr. Marjorie M. Klein
Mrs. Mary Knoll
Drs. Richard and Donna Koerker
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin B. Koetje
Mr. and Mrs. Dale L. Kohler
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Kohr
Dr. and Mrs, Ted Koopmans
Ann L. Kough
Mr. and Mrs. Duane E. Kovar
Paula Kramer
Dr. and Mrs. Norman A. Krebbs
Mr. and Mrs, Ben J. Krell
Krueger Sheet Metal Company
Joann E. Landon
Edna Larson
Mr. and Mrs. Glen R. Larson
Lt. Col. Maurice Lary
Andrew Lau
Lauerman's I G A
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Laughlin
Mr and Mrs. Bruce M. Laurie
Mr. and Mrs. Dan G. Lazear
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Leachman
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Leahey
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Leavens
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Lee
Maurice T. Legare
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Leigh
Rev. and Mrs. Richard H. Leon
Mr. and Mrs. Y. O. Leong
Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Lewis
Liberty Motel
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Liebert
Or. and Mrs. M. O. Liff
Mr. and Mrs. John Lindebtad
Sara A. Lindgren
Debbie Lithgow
Mr. and Mrs. Cory Loder
Katherine A, Logan
Mr. and Mrs. Gene E. Lorenson
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Love
Mrs. Elsie S. Low
Lucky, Incorporated
The Lumberyard
Mrs. Robert A. Lutz
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyle
Karen L. Lyle
Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Lynch
Nancy G. MacDonald
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
MacDonald
Nathan R. Maddox
Mr. and Mrs. Russell C
Magnuson
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald H. Mahaffey •
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Mahlum






Mr. and Mrs. Robert Matthies
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. May
Dr. and Mrs. S. David Mazen




Mr. and Mrs. James W.
McConnell
"The older I get,
the more relevant
Whitworth
becomes to me. "
William B. McCullough
Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. McDonald




Mr. and Mrs. Ralph N. McGrady
Ed H. McKenna
Mr. and Mrs. Loren E. McKnight
Rev. and Mrs. Robert T.
McLaughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McPhaden
Mary C. McPhee
Or. and Mrs. Neil Medefind
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. Meilke
Vicki M. Melberg




Mr. and Mrs. Galen Miller
Gerald Miller
Kenneth A. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Miller
Rev. and Mrs. Robert A. Mills








Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Monfort
Montgomery Ward Foundation
Michelle V. Moomaw
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Mooney
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Morgan, Jr
Mrs. A. A. Morrison
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Morse
Suelten M. Mortland
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moser
-Motorola Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mott
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert A. Motteler
Mountain Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mullendore
Murphey Favre, Incorporated
Or. and Mrs. Bruce Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. Keith A. Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Muse
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Musser
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel P. Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Myers
Karen I. Myhre
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Naegeli
The N. L. Industries Foundation
Nalley's
Helen E. Nelson
Rev. and Mrs. Gerald S. Nash
Douglas Arlin Nave
Mr, and Mrs. William E. Nebo
Duncan L. Nelles
Mr, and Mrs. Brian L. Nelson
Nevers and Nevers
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Newell
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Nicholson
Mr. and Mrs. Brian V. Norkattts
Norman Archibald Foundation
Kaye L Norris
North Coast Life Insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Nunley
Gerald D. O'Callahan
Mr. and Mrs. S. Roger O'Dell
Leonard A. Oakland and
NancyBell Coe
Mr. and Mrs. Otto C. Oberst
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Oetgen
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald C. Ogle
Mr. and Mrs. Roger D. Ollernan
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Olsen
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence MOlson
Mr. and Mrs. Craig M. Olson
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Olson
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Onstot
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Opp
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Orwin
Mabel Oshanyk
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L.
Osterback
Mr. and Mrs. John Otto
Pacific Northwest Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Parker
Or. Sharon L. Parks
Mr. and Mrs. Brice Parsley
Pavilion Pool Company
John N. Pechauer
Mrs. Catherine E. Pederson
Peerless-Sunpuft, Incorporated
Or. and Mrs. H. E. Penhalurick
Mr. and Mrs. Richard V. Peters
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Peterson
Rev. and Mrs. William O. Pfeiffer
Phelps Dodge Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E
Phenneger
Kathryn A. Pierson
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Pines
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Piper
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde O. Pock
Capt. and Mrs. William D.
Pocklington
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pomeroy
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Pond
Ruth M. Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney L. Porter, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin A. Potter





Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Pulver
Dr. and Mrs. Tfilrryl A. Purvis-
Smith
Sterling P. Rainey
Dr. and Mrs. W. Wilson Rasco
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Rayburn
Rev. and Mrs. Albert J. Reasoner
Mr. and Mrs, Roger M. Records
Mr. and Mrs, Joe H. Reding
Captain William L. Reed
Cdr. and Mrs. Robert J. Rein
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Reese
Rev. and Mrs. James S. Rettig
Debra Ann Rice
Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Richner
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Ricksecker
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Riddle
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Ripley
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Ritter
Kathryn A. Aiutcel
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
Mr. and Mrs, Paul V. Roberts
Patrice H. Roberts
Stanley J. Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Claude D. Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Robinson
Or. and Mrs. Ross Robson
Dr. and Mrs. Grant V. Rodkey
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Rodkey
Mr. and Mrs. Norman M. Roehl
Mr. and Mrs. Farrel L. Romig
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Rose
Ross Printing Company
Mr. and Mrs. John Roth, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. lloyd Roti
Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Rubrecht
Catharine A. Runkle
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Rusch
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Russ
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Rutherford
Peter F. Said
Rev. and Mrs. Tetsuo Saito
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F, Salter
Mr. and Mrs, Burton Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Gary G. Sanford
Mr. and Mrs. Steven P, Sapp
Lisa M. Sardinia
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell J. Satre
Lt. Cot. and Mrs. James Scafe
Mary Scheldt
Mr. and Mrs Rex Schimke
Mr. and Mrs Perry M. Schlack
Mr. and Mrs. C, Randolph
Schock
Mr. and Mrs. Glen J. Scholtes
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Schroeder
Mr. and Mrs Charles B.
Scnwaoauer
Col. and Mrs. Gordon M.
Schweitzer
Mr. and Mrs. Dale F. Sctuchetti
Timothy J. Scott
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Seeger
Kathy A. Seher
Mr. and Mrs. Myron G. Sessions
The Shack Restaurant
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Shallbetter
Mr. and Mrs. G, E. Sharman
Vickie L. Sheehan
Joan C. Sheridan
Dr. James F. Shepherd
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Silk




Rev. and Mrs, Robert E. Slater
Dr. James N. Sledge
Mark D. Sloan
Dana L. Smith
Dr. Dorothy P. Smith
Miss Evelyn Smith
Janet Smith
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Smith
Dr. Paul B. Smith, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Ric Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. S. David Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Mark S. Snelling
Rev. and Mrs. Ronald Snelling
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit E. Soderlund
Debra Jo son




Mr. and Mrs. Walter J.
Spangenberg
Or. and Mrs. Don Spencer
A. Bruce Spencer
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Sperling




Mr. and Mrs, Thomas A. Stave
Mr. and Mrs. Don E. Steele
Or. and Mrs. Garth A. Steele
Steiner Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
Stewart
Stingle-Atwood and Associates
Mrs. William A. Stockman
Dr. Peter M. Stonebraker
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Harrell Storm
Betty L. Stratton
Rev. and Mrs. Paul D. Strawn
Gayle Stringer
Or. Aune J, Strom
Gayle Stuart
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold F. Stueck Ie
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M. A.
Sutherlin
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Swealte
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Swindler
Mr. and Mrs Arthur E. Symons, Jr.
T. A. W. Foundation






Mr, and Mrs. Joseph M. Thome
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Thoming
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L.
Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Walter K.
Thompson
Dr. and Mrs. Duncan M.
Thomson
Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. Thornburgh




Dr. and Mrs. Forrest C. Travaute
Travel Consultants, Incorporated
Jane Trefts
Cdr. and Mrs. Albert A. Treibe!
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher L. True
Mr. and Mrs James S. Trull
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bruce Trzcinski
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Trzcinski
Mr. and Mrs Milton Tschache
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Tso!
Mr. and Mrs Howard H. Turner
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald C. Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Tyler
Charles H. Uber
Marjorie Uebel hack
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E Unti
Carolyn G. VanMarter
Mrs. Dorothy M. Van Nice
Victor Vaughan
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Vaughn
Van Waters and Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Tom H. ventrts
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Vincent
Paul Vinther
Glenna Sue Voorheis
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Vorpahl
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt E. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs lloyd R. Wallis
Richard F. Wandling
Mrs. Frank F, Warren
Kenneth A. Warren
Capt. and Mrs. Robert Warren
Washington Trust Foundation
Gordon C. Watanabe
Mr. and Mrs. P, Marshall Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde C. Wayne
Donald Weaver. Jr
John D. Weaver
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wakelin
Weaver
Don Weber and Associates
Dr. Susan A. Weber
Or. and Mrs. Dan Webster
Mr. and Mrs, Robert C. Weeks




Mr. and Mrs. Robert V. Wells
E, M. Welty Trust
Westinghouse Educational
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Wheatcraft
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce T,
Whitehouse
Mr. and Mrs. Donald B. Wilkes
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Willard
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Williams
Rev. and Mrs. Christopher J.
Williams
A. James Willis, CLU
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Willison
Mrs. Dorothy L. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Wimpy
Carol I. Winiecki




Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Leander E. Wright
Mr. and Mrs. James Yagmin
Dr. and Mrs. Larry E Yates
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Yeo
Debora A. Youmans
Eloise R. Young
Mr. and Mrs. Steven B. Young
Rev. and Mrs. Herbert Young
Dr. and Mrs. G. B. Youngstrom
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Yuhas
Mrs. and Mrs. C. Edward Zeiger
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Zwainz
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore D. Zylstra
-
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TC H U R C H f S
The following congregations
financially support the mission
of Christian higher education at
Whitworth College:




































































































































































































Smith Me ortat Presb -tertan



















SI. Peters by the Sea




























f 0 WAR 0 B. LIN 0 A MAN
CHAIR OF
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The interest of the business ccm-'
munify in Whitworth College
continues 10 grow each year. This
past year was no exception. Total
unrestricted corporate and
foundation giving reached $189,375
with additional designaled
contributions of $227,632 lor special
projects.
The following roll is a complete
representation of the Support the

























I S C Systems Corporation














David and Dorothy Pierce Trust
























John P. Pearl and Associates



















Atlas Mine and Mill Supply
Ball Corporation
Bank of New England













Bud Brown Tire Center
Cheney Cowles Memorial
Museum
City Ramp Parking Garage
Coldwell Banker
Columbia Paint Company






































Hart and Dilatush Pharmacy
Hazen and Clark, Incorporated
Hal-en and Jaeger
Hewlett Packard











The Johnson's Wax Fund
Vern Johnson and Sons
K and N Electric Motors
K H a Incorporated
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
Corporation
Kidder Peabody and Company
Kimmel Athletic Supply
Company
Kings Harvest Savings and
Loan
Krueger Sheet Metal Company
Max J. Kuney Company
Larsen and Associates
lauerman's I G A
Laurie's Pizza Inn
Lay rite Concrete Products
Company
Liberty Motel


















The N Llndustries Foundation
Nalley'S




North Coast Lile Insurance
o K Furniture Company
Paccar Foundation











Power City Electric Company






Saunders and Ott, Incorporated
Savon's



































L. A. Wainscott and Associates
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt E. Wallace





Wide World of Golf and Tennis
Willamette Industries,
Incorporated
R. James Willis, CLU
Wirsche Custom Photo
Laboratory
Zip Trip Food Stores
'1 know what
Whitworth
stands for and I








Many gifts of alumni and friends are matched by
employers who extend their generosity through a
corporate matching gift program. The result Is a
significant addilion to the Whitworth development
program. This year, $,26,000 in matching money was
received from the private sector complimenting



























The Johnson's Wax Fund







































CAMPANILE C L U B---Historically, the support of
individuals to specified building
and program needs has added to
Whitworth's Increasing
excellence. We are thankful lor
the significant contributions that
the following individuals have
provided.
Anonymous
Baumeister, Mrs Karl E.
Black, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. George R.
Cowles, Mrs. William H.
The Cowles Family
Dixon, Mrs. Dorothy
Dobbins, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Fariss, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Flanigan, Mr. and Mrs. George C
Frazier. Dr. and Mrs Wm. Harvey
Gallucci, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C.
Gilbert, Horace N.
Hamblen, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Hauser, consuero
Heaps, Mr. and Mrs, Marvin
Howell, Mr. and Mrs. Albert G.
HUll, Carroll M.
James, Mrs. Belty
Johnston, Mrs. Ina H.
Klein, Dr. Marjorie
Kroeger, Rev. and Mrs. Richard C.
lindsey, Gertrude
McCullough, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Bruce
McLarren, Dr. and Mrs. George
Molyneaux, Kendle
Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Myhre, Mr. and Mrs, Leonard
Newhall, Miss Jane
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Plotkin, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Polhemus, Mr. and Mrs, Martin S.
Rhinehart, Rev. and Mrs. Robert H.
Rosenquist, Mr. and Mrs. Werner
Symons, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E.
Thomsen, Mr. anad Mrs. Ingwer
Warner, Mr. and Mrs. A, T
Weyerhaeuser, Dr. and Mrs. C.
Davis
Weyerhaeuser, Mr. and Mrs.
George
Whitney, Mr. and Mrs, Howard S.
Yinger, Mr. and Mrs. William R.
SPECIAL FRIENDS
We gratefUlly acknOWledge
donors who have supported
specific programs at Whitworth:
memorials, the endowmenl, the





Baird, Dr. and Mrs. Forrest E.
arshooo, Robert
Brock, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll
Country Homes Building Supply
Culverwell, Albert H.
Curry, Mr. and Mrs, William
Cutter, Dr. and Mrs. A. Ross
Davis, Dr. and Mrs. Stephan
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dingman, Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Drake, A. Dell
Enkema, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Faber, Dr. and Mrs. Martin 8.
Fariss, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin K.
Federal Land Bank
Flora, Mr. and Mrs, Louis
Gowdy, Mrs, J. Wilson
Gray, Dr. and Mrs. Richard G.
Haas, Dr. and Mrs. Garland
Hagadone, Mr. and Mrs. Duane
Hamblen, Mr, and Mrs. Herbert
Hammell, Dr. Benjamin C.
Hewitt, Dr. and Mrs. Alfred
Huber, Mr. and Mrs. Carl





Johnston, Mrs'. Ina H.
Klein, Dr. Marjorie
Laird, Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Landreth, Thomas A.
lemon, Miss Mildred
Little, Mr. and Mrs. James S.
Logan, Dr. and Mrs. Arch
Martin, Leonard




Moore, Mr. and Mrs, Donald





Olson, Mr. and Mrs. David R.
Pacific Northwest Bell
Peterson, Gordon C.
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Ptotkin, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Polhemus, Mr. and Mrs. Dale N.








Schwab, Mr. and Mrs, Herbert S_
Sem, Me and Mrs. Gary
Smick, Dr. and Mrs. Charles G.
Smith, Jeanne H.
Spencer Safely Service





Taft Institute of Government
Tavener, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas
Tyler, Mr. and Mrs. Arnie
Unicume, Mr. and Mrs. Edward B.




Weyerhaeuser, Dr. and Mrs. C.
Davis




•"Many in the church here
have been closely involved with
Whitworth and I look forward
to building on this good
relationship. I have a great deal
of respect for Whitworth and
want to be supportive in any
way I can."
INOEPENOENT COLLEGES
o F WAS H I N G TON. INC.
Our participation with the
independent Colleges of Wash-
Ington has proven to be a
profitable relationship for both
parties. lew was developed as a
consortium of 8 private colleges
in the state of Washington. Its
purpose Is to act as a clearing~
house lor corporate and
foundation gifts from throughout
the state for the benefit of private
education.
In 1983·84, lew was
responsible for raising over
$1,066,240 tor its members
colleges.
The following list of
corporations and foundations
exemplifies the commitment of
private enterprise to private



















































Craftsman and Met Press Printers
Crlton Corporation
Darigold, Incorporated





First Interstate Bank of
Washington Foundation
Kenneth and Margarell Fisher
John Fluke Manufacturing
Company, Incorporated
Ford Motor Company Fund
Neal R. Fosseen















John I. Haas, Incorporated






The ITT Rayonier Foundation




Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
Corporation
KaMa Radio and Television










McCall Oil and Chemical
Corporation




















Pacific First Federal Savings
Pacific Gamble Robinson
Company
Pacific Iron and Metal Company
Pacific Metal Company









Pope and Talbot, Incorporated
Power City Electric, Incorporated
The Procter and Gamble Fund
Puget Sound Power and Light
Company
The Prudential Foundation

















The Seattle Times/Seattle Post-
Intelligencer













The Bank of Tokyo, ltd.
The UPS Foundation,
Incorporated






United Telephone Company of
the Northwest
Univar Foundation
Hiram Walker and Sons,
Incorporated













The people listed below have
notltled us that Whitworth
College Is named In their will. It
you have made provisions tor
Whitworth In your will and have
not been Included In this list,
please contact us.
Anonymous
Rev. and Mrs. William W. Ainley
Mrs. Hazel Akins
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. Ashor
Dr. and Mrs. Sherwin P. Avann
Mrs. C. Norb Balzer
Kay and Suzanne Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Buckler
Mr. and Mrs, Glenn L. Button
Claude C. Calkins
Ms. Roberta B. Cauvel
Miss Jessie E. Chapin
The Rev. Richard S. Chiolis
Mrs. Ray K. Clizer
Dr. Darrell F. Clukey
Rev. Richard and Elizabeth M.
Cole
Mr. and Mrs, H, Melvin Cowen
Peggy Reine Cromer
Miss Elsie M. Doak
Dr. James P. Evans
Mrs. Will A. Fawver (Joyce A.)
Roger L. Gehrig
G. Michael and Pamela E. Goins
Mrs. Genevieve Gouenon
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Heaps
Margaret E. Hopkins
Carroll Hull
Rev. Leslie A. Hyder
George F. Ingraham, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Andy Jarvis
Mrs. Eunice Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Kennaly
Mr, and Mrs. Lee Kendall
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Knox
Dr. Mark Koehler
AI Koetje
Miss Martha A Lane
Mrs. Marion Lay
Mrs. Gertrude A Lindsey
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McCullough
Ginger Mcnvanre




Dr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Moody
Haydn and Evelyn Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Myers
Dayne Nix
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Curry
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dingman
Jon W. Flora
Mr. and Mrs. Charles "Chad"
Graves
Herbert M, Hamblen
Mr. and Mrs. Kent H. lupton
Leonard B. Martin
Maureen Micklich
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Mounce
ASSOCIATES
Mrs. Helen H. Devin
Mr. and Mrs. Robert DeVoe
Mrs. Dorothy F. Dixon
Dr. and Mrs. L. Bruce Donaldson
Ike Fetterman (Deceased)
The Foss Family (Anacortes)
Mrs. Ruth Irving
Drs. Hugh and Mary Johnston
Harry H, Kendali
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kendall
Mrs. Otto L. Laqervatl
Mrs. Christen a Lahmeyer
Francis and Elizabeth Laird
Miss Mildred Lemon
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Livingston
Miss Florence L. Logan
Miss Lorna Logan
Harold C. Metcalf
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Myers
Rev. and Mrs. Rowan A O'Brien
Miss Lessie E. Aasco
Gray A, Reagan
Mrs. Rosamond K. Remine
Eric and Linda Olson
Michael and Carole Orendorff
Gordon C. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ptcpper
Mr. and Mrs. Jeongseon Ahee
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Aice
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Richter
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Aicksecker
Mr. and Mrs. F. Lee Rodkey
L. Holland SI. John
Burton and Ethel Boughton
Sanders
Robert Shcwacre
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence J. Simpson
George and Evelyn Sisler
Mrs. Myrtle Soule
Mrs. Jay Stingley
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Symons, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Ingwer W. Thomsen
Lila Weber Tirsell
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Turner
Shirley G. Richard Waddell
Karen E. Wallin
David Lloyd Wetzel
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L Wilson
Mrs. Mae F. Zediker
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas W. Zibell
We have over $9 million ot
Irrevocable life Insurance with the
follOWing people who pay
premiums on policies that are
owned by the Foundation with
Whitworth as the eventual
benetlclary. If you have an
Insurance policy with Whitworth
as the named beneficiary, please
notlly us.
HERITAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Morris Plotkin
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
Dallas Barbara Sulton
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S, Unicume
These are individuals who have
a lite-Income agreement with
Whitworth. This Includes trusts,
annuities, pooled-Income fund,
life estates, etc. The Individuals
or their named beneficiaries
receive income for their lifetimes
and the proceeds will eventually
distribute in whole or part to
Whitworth.
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Aston
(Deceased)
C. Norb Balzer (Deceased)
Mrs, Evelyn l. Barr (Deceased)
Mrs. Mary Helene Bowen
John Bronson (Deceased)
Miss Jessie E. Chapin
Miss Elizabeth Davis
Mr. and Mrs. J, Walter Davis
H. L. Denning
C. A. DeVatz
Mr. and Mrs, Henry J. Ricard




Mrs. Dorothy Sinn itt
Mrs Myrtle Soule
Mrs. Frank L. Tiffany
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Thompson
Thomas L. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. lngwer W. Thomsen
Mrs. Jane Trefts
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Dr. and Mrs. Archie Van Doren
Mrs, Gwen B. vert-teet
A 1.Warner
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Williams
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wills
Norman E. Wirth (Deceased)













Heritage Associates. For more






The big news in alumni giving
this year is PARTICIPATION. In
one year we have gone from 15
percent participation 10 27
percent! There were 836 nrst-
time new donors alone -
compare that to last year's total
of 1204 donors. The total number
of donors lor '83-'84 was 2,458.
Join us In the celebration - you
deserve itl
The unrestricted dollar amount
rose 23 percent this year to
5177,723.
The total alumni giving
including unrestricted, restricted,
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Iva Loughlen Guy














Dorothy Dailey Randal (29)
Lessie E. Rasco
1929
Lewis G. Randal (28)
1930
Kathryn Bockman Thomas







Muriel Mose Pauli check
Alice Sanstrom Postell
Maude Hall Simpson










































"Whitworth College means a
great deal to the Knox Church
family. It is in our budget and
we look forward to an ongoing
commitment in this respect.
Several of our students are
interested in attending
Whitworth and we will









Loren A. Gothberg (44)





















Laurence and Zelma (Morgan)
Doig (33)
J. Alfred Marquam












Mark L. Koehler (44)
Mildred Egbers Koper (35)
Ann Pilfers Krell
Pauline McCallum Londahl







Keith A. Bell (45)
Eleanor Barrow Chase
















Helen Bovee Finlayson (45)




Clarabelle Braden Koehler (37)
Henrietta M. McElhany




Bruce D. Finlayson (44)
lorraine Frick Goetz
Floyd L. Gurnsey
Carol Gardner Klein (42)
Marjorie M. Klein
Marvin and Elizabeth (Evans)
Klein
Betty Marcellus Marvin (48)
Mary Millay Scheidt
Jack Spillman
Jack and Joyce (Warren) Starrett
Don E. Steele












Charlotte Slater Fancher (35)
Elsie Ratsch Fariss (35)
William D. Glenn
Elsie Rhoades Jamieson
Robert W. McEachran (36)
William R. Miller











Alfred F. Hewitt (66)









Harriet Thorndike Eaton (41)
Gerald W. Klein (45)
Barbara Ellioll Miller
Irvin A. Palter (41)
Margaret Joss Racy
William C. Richter
lee and Marjorie (Boughton)
Rodkey
Gladys Hawley Rosenquist (40)
Ethel Boughton Sanders (39)
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Anonymous
Eleanor Harris Bargle
Lu Alice Wilson Calkins
M. Jeanne Kirkendorfer Click (63)
Della Specker Cornwall
A. Ross Cutter (61)
Marjorie Schauble Dymale
Thelma Earl Jones












Ward Fancher, Jr. (34)



















Donald B. Col pills
Blair P, Cosman
Ruth DeFoe King





























Stanley M. Gwinn (43)
Laurence J. Mansfield (48)
R. Bruce McCullough (48)
Raymond W. Moody (73)
John P. Rodkey (67)
Eunice Hendrichson Short (49)








































Fiscal Year and Percent Participation
-'94 8
Total gUts; $4,187.00
No. of Donors: 34
James A. Baer (50)
Helmuth Bekowies
Robert M. Bradburn
Margaret Thoming Cardle (50)
Alyce Taylor Cheska
William Donner











Ernest and Merrie {Dillahunt)
Major
Marjorie Laughlin Mansfield (47)
Robbin Marvin (45)
Ctarabe! Stevens McCullough (47)
Mary C. McPhee
Irene Pruter Merkel (44)
Eunice Chase Munstedt















Horner C. Card Ie (48)
Glenn and Madelyn (Curtis)
Carlson
Miriam Murphey Clark





Martin B. Faber (49)
Benjamin C. Fairchild'(49)
Robert Farley (51)
Allen and Helen (Hendrickson)
Good
Stan R. Graham (49)
Anna Barnes Grier
Vernon L. Grose (51)
William Gwinn (49)
Eldora Johnson Hanson (49)
Peter T. Hewitt (49)
Henry L. Holter
Joyce Ludberg Huqhett
Thomas E. Johnston (48)
Raymond D. Ktetstad (49)
Richard W. Klein (53)
John E. Kleinbach
James A. Larsen (49)
Wayne E. Larsen (52)
William and Eva (Wong) Lew
Joan Wycoff Lucas
James and Lois (Waldron)
McConnell
George L. McLarren (49)
Duncan L. Nelles
Willis H. Newton, Jr. (49)
Georgetla Kenoyer Nupen
Les and Georgene (Summerson)
Pallen
Richard V. Peters (49)




Sylvia Johnson Roehl (62)













No. of Donors: 53
Margaret Colleen Pickert Adams
(52)
Charles Ainley (49)












Carmen Poole Farley (50)
Howard Froman






J. Russell Larson (59)
Carolyn Douglas Leavens (52)
James Legg
R. Spencer and Geraldine
(Tweedy) Lewis
Vera M. Longbottom
Joan Leavers McDonald (52)
Marvin B. McLean
Frank Meyers
Wallace H. Moore (54)
Gloria Stokes Murphy (56)
Jeane Eiseman Nichols
Gordon C. Peterson
Colleen Griffiths Pock (50)
Stanley J. Roberts
Jane Williams Roffler (SO)
Robert F. Salter (49)
Philip and Shirley (Gilson)
SChiller
John P. Scotford
Robert E. Shreve (55)
Holland St. John
Arthur E. Symons, Jr. (53)
Barbara Setters Talsma






David V. Yeaworth (52)
, 952
Tolal gifts: $7,090.00
No. of Donors: 34
Sam Adams (51)
Walter Bekowies (55)
















Jean Walker Larsen (50)
Paul J. Leavens (51)
Belly Green McCown








Edward H. Stirm (54)
Mary Schmatjen Thimmes
Glenna Sue Voorheis
Grace Clark Yeaworth (51)
Laura Johnson Young (49}
, 9 5 3
Total gifts: $6,342.50
No. 01 Donors: 40
Louise Fairchild Adams
Donald M. Alexander
Carol Chamber Andrews (47)
Walter and Marlene (Clem)
Arthur




Charles and Annette (Schmoyer)
Bowman
Vernon D. Buckley (62)










Ardith Moberly Klein (50)
Betty J. Knobel
Harry W. Lewis
Phyllis Donaldson Locke (54)
















No. of Donors: 31
Beatrice Wright Carter
Glenn Clark (56)
Weldon and Mary (Young) Ferry
Robert Goodale
Richard G. Gray (55)
Theresa Scharff Groves





Jo Ellen Weir Jones (57)
Madelyn Graybill Levy
Archie Y. locke (53)
John E. Love (71)
Claire Mumford McKeown
Harlene Towsley Moore (51)
Wallace G. Moseley
Ann Joyce Pollock Nordman
Richard S. Riegel
Connie Williams Robertson








Fran Ber nett Wicht
, 955
Total gifts: $3,372.85


















Gordon and Oeceua (Coldwell)
James











Robert and Arlene (Roberts)
Patten
William D Pocklington
Albert and Catherine (Weber)
Reasoner
Raymond G. Rees
Mary Ellen Bollinger Rein
Charles R. Rowan (53)
Marian Wiltse Scate (62)
Geraldine Buob Shreve (51)
Ann Templeton Sikora
Dorothy Paulsen Smith













Bruce A. Burns (58)
Mary Stolarchuk Chapman




George E. Fen ner
Donald E. Ferguson
Douglas M. Gates
Dorothy Handel Goss (55)
Gail Watson Gum (54)
Barbara Hughes Herzog
Leslie L. Hogan (70)
Frank Holmes
William and Julie {Cherry}
Hughey
Maralyn Dover Killorn











Waller J. Spangenberg (58)
Robert W. Steffer
Alan and Dorothy (Bovee)
Viilesvik
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Tolal gifts: $1,155.00








William D. Grant. Jr.
Almeda Lake Green
Karen Oberg Gwilym
Richard L. Jones (54)
Paula Haag Kramer
Marlene Rasmussen Larson (59)
Arlene Carr Loder









Tom and Maxine (Scharff) Roth
Virginia Mallet Snodgrass
Vernon R. Vanderwerff (59)
Molly Hoyt Wadsworth
Dewey and Marion (Allen)
Wallace
James and Toni {Wendel berg)
Weir
Virginia Henricksen Zur Fluh
, 958
Total gIfts: $5,217.50
No. of Donors: 48
Trudy Meier Abrahamsen
Patricia Walsh Adams (57)
Alan Bare









Joseph N. Dikes (59)




































No. 01 Donors: 48
Patricia Ann Aldape





Margaret Craig Dikes (58)
Allayne Nelson Dinkel
Victor S. Ferguson
Carolyn Humphries Fries (61)
Shirley Dahlgren Glandon (58)
John G. Gunn
Larry M. Hagen (61)
Gene and Ellen (Swillers)
Harbaugh
Jack C. Hardy





Glen A. Larson (57)
Joan Osthoff Larson (51)
Ted O. McAtee




Helen Bengtson Nash (62)
Arlene Inouye Oki
Verla Mae Pedersen Olson
William E. Orwin (58)
Alice Warren Quail
David S. Quiring
Larry S. Reid (60)
Robert H. Rigstad (60)





Allen K. Tow (60)












William and Nancy (Osborn)
Ainley
Virginia Warren Ainley (51)
Fae Eilers Allen
Eugene H. Breckenridge
Alvin F. Buchholtz (51)
Barbara Deemy Burklo
Richard Carr
Donna Anderson Cornish (50)
Theron Duertetct
Beverly Holmes Faber (50)
Jave Christensen Fairchild (50)
Elijah N. Ganaway
JoAnn Larson Gillis
Jeanette Hannon Graham (50)
MaryLou Anderson Grunigen
Colette Stirm Gwinn (50)
Russell E. Hanson (50)
James and Marlys (Nielsen)
Hardie
Ellen Olsen Hewitt (50)
laura K. Jacobsen
Marian Venn Klefstad (50)
Thelma Bruce Landon
Barbara Wilson Larsen (50)




Marylou Atkinson Newton (50)
Quentin E. Peck
Darlene Andrus Penhalurick (36)
Joyce Trail Peters (SO)
Fred L. Peterson
William O. Pfeifler
Thelma Schtoesler Plager (70)





Stanley and Elizabeth (Lundin)
Rottrup
Edith Hiskey Salter (51)
Mary Leavens Schwabauer


































Linda Simpson Tucker (67)
Oreosa Wilkerson Valentine





Samuel M, Warton (63)
Pauline Schloming Wolfe
Janet Kirk Wolfer (65)
James S. Trull (52)
Mary Orr Tyers
Edward B. unfcume











Carolyn Fox Baker (61)
Richard and Mary Ann (Dunlap)
Barney
Lola Anderson Blackwell (59)






















Paticia Beaber Lehnen (61)
LaVerne Simpson Loihl
Gene Lorenson





Tammy Abell Reid (59)
Anita Crall Rigstad (59)




Mary Ann Newell Stearns
John M, Stewart
Linda Morehead Tow (59)
Audrey Wendlandt Turner (61)
Sharon Nechanicky VanEaton











Keith A Baker (60)
Carla Cannon Beach
Robert A Beach


























Von and Judy (Rubin) Buck
Marie Miller Buckley (53)
J. Frank and Kathleen (Goode)
Bumpus
Donald R. Cowan
Lorna Overmyer Crooks (61)















Glen E. Hooper (60)
Pauline Peil Housenga
Robert and Laurena (Tevis)
Huber
Ivan and Janice [Sipe] Johnson













Robert L. Meyer (61)
Elizabeth Miller Moore
Gerald S. Nash (59)
Gerald S. Noel
Janis Hedlund Olsen




Norman M Roehl (50)
Farrel L. Romig (67)
Michal Kleinbach Rosenberger
Harold E. Ruark







Karen McM Jl n Sttus
M rtha Sudme a Si kmalln









David H. Kernkamp (62)
Jean Gifford Lemons
Ben Lindstrom





Mary Stoddard Morley (61)
Perry A. Morton
William M. Moxley




Sidney L. Porter, Jr.
Wayne R. Potter
Roger M. Records (65)
Elizabeth Ricksecker
Howard A. Robbins
Claude D. Robinson (68)
Barry Rolf






Carole Newman Walker (65)
Paul Wakelin Weaver
Betty Collin Wharton (66)
Walter M. Williams (64)
Wendell W Wit! (62)
William and Pamela (Gauntlett)
Barnet
James A. Benson (66)
Connie Conant Betts
Don E. Blackburn
Charles L. Boppell (67)







Philip W. Eaton (64)
Ruth Anderson Fraser
Susan E. Hadsell
Frank C. Hamilton (75)
Carol Annis Hegg (66)
Karl K. Jahns (64)
Margaret Hood Jay
William LeRoy Johnson (55)





Dan G. Lazear (66)
G. Jacqueline Welch Lee
Margaret Hathway Liff
Cory Loder {67}
Robert A. McMullen (66)
Ed L. Neltner (67)







Carol Schneid miller Osborn
Soja Park-Bennett
David E. Peterson (62)
Thomas and Eloise (Reshiem)
Piper
Judith Watkins Prout
Carol Eyestone Records (63)









































Theodore D. Hegg (65)





Robert and Kathy (Schmulzer)
Knowles
Lorna Hempstead Kuyk





San field A. March (61)
Judy L. Margrath
M. Bruce McCullough (57)




. Susan Hagen Nipp (67)
Gerald D. O'Callahan
Terryl and Virginia Purvis-Smith
Linda Williams Rethke
Linda Lee Riddle (64)
Virginia Ruth McLeod Roberts
Peter F. Said




Whitworth College and what
you are doing. You can be
guaranteed of our continued
support. We bare a local fund
that is designto aid any


























James A. Edwards (B8)
Ada Emerson
Ward N. Fancher III (70)
Dennis L Franz (68)
Carolyn Olson Froelich
H. Gareth Gustafson (77)
Michael Helland
Shirley Hawley Hook (40)
Henry Hoshi no















Ursula Simonson Neuner (65)
Charles A. Nipp (66)
Michael Nunley (68)
Kathryn Hamilton O'Laughlin
Park P. Parrett (68)
Richard J Parshall
Warren J. Patterson
Joe H Reding (65)
Don and Anne (Hornall) Roberts
Sharon Wilson Roberts (68)
Marie Larson Rodkey (47)
Carol Jean Erickson Romig (62)
James Allen Ross
Marvin Sather
Errol E. Schmidt (69)
Karyl M. SelJak
Ronald W Shaffer
Ursula Jayne Neltner Simonson
Caren 0, Smith
Janet Dalton Spang
Michael and Vu...torte (Norton)
Stemm
Pete M. Stonebrak r
Phili ) S Stout
Sle n A rucker





families. I for one
am very thankful
to be a part of
the Whitworth
family."
Rodney P. Hahn (71)




























Janet Scott Robinson (63)





Rosemary Harkness Smith (75)
Eunice Uebele Snyder
Richard C. Stannard
Charlene Schafer Statema (66)
Paul D. Strawn (69)
Gayle Stringer








Janice Canfield -,Caldwell (71)
Valerie A Carlson
Rose M. Clark





Pamela Thomas Goins (68)



























Alice Perkins Roth (59)





Thomas A. Stave (71)
Gary E. Stewart
Barbara Gaylord Stillwell
Kathleen Clark Strawn (68)
Lila Weber "rtrseu
Bruce and Susan (Botts)
Trzcinski
Charles H. Uber
Lee H. Walker (77)
Robert R. Walli
Gary and Nancy (Nurnataj Wallin
Jeanne Hornall Walsh (68)
Constance Wells
David L. Wetzel
Eugenia Cook Wirt (72)
Gerald K. W. Wong
Carolyn Sykes Wright (74)






S. Roger O'Dell (69)
Florence T. Petheram
Doris Green Pierce
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Total gifts: $3,017.00
No. of Donors: 59
Craig and Joy (Anderson) Alger
Daniel James Altorfer
. Jane Egge Ashbrenner
Myles T. Bassford
Katherine Keen Beat (72)
Michael L. Bell (72)









Thomas and Sandra (Sherer)
Goodenow
Cinda Warner Gorman
lois Loree Hahn (68)
Vicky Westman Hardt (72)
Gary Joseph Heaseu
Christine McKnight Hendryx




Benita Ward Hyder (83)
Frances Blomgren Jester
Connie Husted Johnson
Rebecca Nealey Kekuna (70)
Armand A. Lara
Bruce and Kathleen (Riehle)
Laurie
Katherine A logan
Susan Oliver Love (54)
Sharon Garrity Mathews
Martha Burdette Mccraw (70)
Kathleen Good McKnight {67}
Colleen Nelson Medefind (70)
Mark R. Miller
Diane Darden Morgan (74)
David M. Nelson (72)
James M. Nieman
Lewis E. Norris (72)




Mickey and Tamra Schultz
Mary Stirn Simonson
Susan Julian Snelling (72)











Deborah Hazeltine Jacobson (70)
Corinne Esherwood Jahnsen
Bruce L. Jones







Robert F. McCamon (73)
Jerry and Mary Ann
(Cunningham) Meartz




Margie Hafer Nelson (71)








John and Yolanda (Kajiwara)
Robertson
Gregory A. Schuster
John Mark Scott •
Robert and Faith (Cizik) Slater
Dana L. Smith






Alexander W. Wirt (69)
Sherri Brewton Wood
Donald B. Yeats






William B. Conner, Jr.
Yvonne A. Deitz
Sylvia Carson Dilworth (75)
Miriam M. Dixon
Betty Millard Doughty (75)
Timothy A. Eaton
Albert and Vicki Lyn Falkner
Sherry Sprague Ferguson
Laurie J. Gambill
























William C. McCready (76)
Paul W. McDonald (77)
Valerie Johnson McGarity
Kathryn J. McGhee




James E. Morgan, Jr. (71)
Nancy L. Morris


















Mary Jane Corliss Shea
Dean and Gayle (Shelton)
Shriner
Robert L. Sisson




Bonnie Dinnison Stime (70)
Kyle Harrell Storm
Yoda Thomas Taylor (73)
Christine Gifford Triano
Charlotte Barkley Turner (77)
Catherine Crews Venator (77)
David J. Votaw (75)
Monica Moline Webb
Craig A. Weddle (76)
Robert A. weuman (75)
Trtcia L. Wilson (75)
William A. Wright (69)
Eloise R. Young












race each Of us
must run.
Whitworth has






David B. Belzer (71)
Ralda Day Brown
Carol Suzanne Bryan




Gerald E. Carpenter (80)












Stephen E. Gorman (71)
Michael M. Hall (72)
Sara Diment Hiemstra (71)
Anna Mae Rosholt Hogan (56)
Lawrence J. Jacobson (72)






Curt P. Kekuna (71)
..Michael Landt
Joan Nordquist Lee (68)
Mary Alice llewellyn
Ronald C. McCraw (71)
William and Merrie (Wallace)
Mcivor










Bradley W. Beal (71)
Stephanie Bell (71)
Ricardo Bravo, Jr.
William and Karen Clemons
Ann Combs






Kevin and Shaunda Gaffney
Stanley J, Haemmelmann
Diane Hall (70)
Richard Alan Hardt (71)



























Ernest W. Frost II









Theodore and Marilyn (Moffitt)
Mattie U
Marilyn Matulich




Anita N. Moody (47)
Susan K. Morris
Edward J. Murphy (75)
Richard A. Naegeli (74)
Zanna Finkbeiner Nelson
Gordon E. Patm
George W . Rodkey
Vickie L. Sheehan
Philip A. Spangler (74)
I. Jean Tavener






Paul and Carolynn (Yatsko)
Wheatcraft
Robert and Janet (Meyer) Yinger
Janice Masters Young
Mary Lou Hammond Zinke



































Ronald D. Camp (81)
Michael G. Ching









John W. Dilworth (74)
S•• <4
"We're happy to be able to do
our small part to encourage
students from our families who
attend Whitworth College. I was
fortunate to spend my first two
years Of college at a school
similar to Whitworth. It was as
invaluable to me as I'm sure
the Whitworth experience is for
your students. Let's hear it for














Margery A. Hamilton (65)
Katherine Wilson Harris (76)
Byron A. Heinemann


















Dana Seifert Murphy (73)
Gregory L. Nelf
Patricia E. Nordskog




Deborah Snow Pascoe (76)
Eric D. Paulson










Mary Wolford Sisson (74)
Janice Crandall Smith




Cheryl MacPherson Votaw (74)
Bruce Ware
Gordon C. Watanabe
Kathleen Williams Wellman (74)
Joseph F. Wilson, Jr. (74)
Shawn E. Wilson
David and Margaret (Walker)
Yuhas (75)















Cydney Stedman Brown (75)
Terry Ricketts Burkell
Beth Baumstark Calkins
Elwood J. Carlson (77)
C. Dean cnu
Katherine Campodonico Coleman










Stephen J. Harris (75)
Nancy I. Haught
Nancy Greve Herman (75)
Barry A Hill (81)
valerie Wiese Isham
Paul C. Jacobson










Mary Manz Manteuffel (60)
Deborah McCready (74)
Bruce E. Abbott













Gregory and Sharon (Knudsen} Falk
Nancy A. Fisher
Jon W. Flora
Paul and Laura (Hall) Grubb
Kevin O. Heid








Daniel W. Knodle (80)
Julie G, Koontz









Susan J. Misner (79)
Grady B. Moseley
Sharon Nustad
Philip S. Aijian (75) Barbara Wittenberg Parham
Keith J. Baldwin Randy L. Parker
Geoffrey A. Blechschmidt Kathleen Sellman Peterson (79)
Peter A Blomquist Sue Cosgrove Railsback
John E. Boyle Mary Lou Case Reed
Steven Patrick Brame Gary A. Reiter
David A. Brown Kathryn Martin Remington
Dea Johnson Carlson (76) Kathryn A. Riutcel
Sarah L. Castner John L. Robertson
Susan D. ColesConnie Kirkman Dunton Buddy and Laurie (Robinson) Sharpe
WIlliam E. Shaver
James L. Forrest Mark D. Sloan
Catherine Foard Fort Andrew l. Smith
Nancy A. Freyer Carolyn Gates Smith
Joseph D. Gallo DRita S. Giebel entse Coquelin Stark
Sana Brewer Glassburn Jeffrey D. StaveRussell L. Thompson
Marva W. Goede Margaret Ross Thrailkill
Pterrette Gustafson (67) Donna Powell Tikker (77)
Marilyn R.HannRand 1. Hatch Janice DeJardine Tobie
Glenda A. Hawley Mary Jane Willis Tyler
AdM H . Sandra G. Valiquette
u rey . etn linda M. Veltri .
Cynthia Hauser Hoback (81) Kathryn Snyder Vennum (67)
Lawrence an~ Robyn (Ramer) Hogue Paul and Mary Beth (Walker) Viren
Gary J. Hopktns Richard F. Wanpling
~~kUag~~SFwkHo.use~ . Marsnen L Waft man- Turner (79)
u urruzo arruya David H. Weinman (76)
C
LYh"",H.LKeLlle'Yb" Jeff and Vicki (Stuard) Yinger
ar es . at In John A. Young
Esther Lancaster- Larry and Lind Z -0'8 .










David W. McCall (78)



















Paul S. Vikker (78)
Elizabeth Summerson Turner
Robert E. Turner (74)
David J. Vaughn (80)
Donita Orcutt Walker (69)
Joyann Ward
Maryalice Warner
Marilyn R. Warsinske (60)
Bruce L. Williams
Christopher J. Williams
Thomas L. Williamson, Jr.
Michael A. Witkowski (76)
S. Bart Miller III
Kevin S, Mills
Karen I. Myhre
Elizabeth Wicklund Newell (79)
Kenneth and Nadine (Mack) Onstot
David M. Pascow (75)
Barbara lee Peck (75)
Nancy Brigham Pehl








Stanley l. Rizzuto (57)
Susan Gray Rosamond
Scott D. Rozelle
Robert E. Rutherford (81)
Dale E. Ryan












Sharon M. Weddle (74)




Ann Anderson Witkowski (77)
Deborah Bond Yagmin
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Christopher D. Call (81)







Keith L. DeVries (80)
Joseph M. Dinnison
Jody G. Faber
Sadin Susanne L. Fish
Marianne E. Frase
Dean W. Freeman
Deborah Ann Freed Genskow
Richard and Patricia (Maloney)
Grandy











Vincent R. Lee (78)
Joanne Eltagorde Leiato






Daniel C. Newell (76)
Mary Jane Prunty O'Neill



























Richard l. Anderson, Jr.




Beverly R. Carpenter (70)
Lelsa Haynes Carrick 78)
Russell D. Clark (83)
Mark D. Collingwood
Ted V. Cummings
Jennifer Shaver Devries (79)


































Stephen D. Aenz (83)
Mary I. Robinson
Carol Rankin Roellich (68)
Nancy Peterson Scott (81)
Deanne L. Shaver





Tammy Joyner Vaughn (77)
Ann Vining









Scott E. Anderson (83)
Libby Avnet
Loren A. Bauer
Rosemary Irene Raynaud Black
James D. Brassard
Michael A. Burke-Smith (79)
Michael 1. Calkins
Lisa Gruenfeld Call (79)
Marilyn Smith Camp (75)





Inland Power and Light Co.
Spokane, Wa.h.
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Richard A. Cullen (82)
Dennis L. Deross
Christine Knowles Dinning (SO)
Julia A. Erlich
Beverly M. Ericson
Annette Auld Fanslow (83)
Jamie Fletcher
Christen B. Frimoth
Tami Gorder Gallotte (82)
Kelly Gehrmann-Jennings
Paul K. Graham





Kay Habel Hill (76)
Connie Hill4Bunch (70)









Brian J. Leavitt (82)
Kenneth W. Linscott, Jr.
Laura G, Lund
Darrell Lynn










Robert and Kathryn (James)
Novasky
William F. O'Halloran
Jenifer A. Olson Memorial
James D. Oxyer
Janet Marie Palmer









Barbara J. Rutherford (76)
Sleven D. Rystrom
Timothy J. Scott (80)
John C. Shagoof
Debra Jo Solt




Ken L. Thomas (84)




















Paula A. Cullen (81)
Diane M. Dalla Lasta












Jeanette Nave Laird (78)
Diane Trujillo Leavitt (81)





Juleann Howell Miller (81)








































Brian L. Nelson (82)
Laura L. Olsen
Mara A. Plume
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Total gifts: $3.253.62
No. of Donors: 2











Fred C. B. Bruner
Cynthia M. Chamberlain
Margaret Hilton Christian
Gail Steffan Clark (80)
Lori L. Cloninger
Nancy E. Connolly































"Not only were people moved
by [Dr. Mounce's} message, but
they, over the past few weeks
have told me of the neui
appreciation they have for
church related higher education








Alumni Weekend: A New High
Anyalumni function evokes
feelings of nostalgia, but this year
emotions were especially strong
when the Intensive Care Unit, one
of the most notable musical groups
to ever represent Whitworth, was
reunited during Alumni Weekend.
Group members, who had
scattered to New York,California,
Kentucky and Texas, returned one
week prior to the scheduled
Saturday night bar'70s. "They played
everywhere," he says, "and
wherever they went, they knocked
them out."
Composed of singers Bill Rhodes,
WillWilliams, Dennis Haney and
Bill Sanders, and a backup band -
pianist John Sheridan, bassist Paul
Wheatcraft and drummer Stan
Fishburn - the Intensive Care Unit
performed throughout Washington,
California and other Western states
during the four years they attended
Whitworth. They all graduated
between the years 1973 and 1975.
Cheryl Sheehan, a soprano soloist
who sang regularly with Rhodes,
was also on hand to renew their
musical collaboration.
"It was really nice to come back,"
she said. "I just loved it. It brought
back a lot of good feelings, and so
many memories. That was a very
special time for me - and I'm sure it
was for all of them. It's unusual to
have four people as talented as they
are. They have something special. It
was special then, it's special now. It
will always be special."
Music professor Tom Tavener,
who advised the quartet and had
the others as music students in
some capacity, welcomed the
gathering back to Spokane with an
informal buffet dinner. "We hadn't
seen each other for ten years," he
said, "and it was really fun to renew
acquaintances, and to hear what ev-
eryone has been doing."
Following dinner Saturday night
in the fieldhouse, the quartet and
backup band took to the stage,
providing what was probably the
best show in town. The strains of
Verdi's "Rigoletto," 'Joy to the
Cheryl Sheehan levitates ·her audience.
World," "Close to You" and "Simple
Melody" filled the hall as the
quartet performed for the
appreciative audience.
The performers also did several
outstanding solo numbers. Williams
sang one of his own compositions,
'Tve Got Confidence; Haney sang
"If IWere a Rich Man"; and
Sheridan played Mendelssohn's
"Scenes From Childhood."
Sheehan, who has been signing
with the Seattle Opera for the past
three years, treated the audience to
two arias from Puccini's La Boheme
and Streisand's "People," which she
sang beautifully.
Sheehan and Rhodes also did a
duet at the end of the evening. The
duo's closing number "People Will
SayWe're In Love" came after the
festivities had ended and alums
were being served dessert. A
movement within the crowd
sparked the impromptu number,
one of the finest of the evening.
"This is probably the best alumni
weekend we've had," Detrick said.
"In fact, now that we've seen the
interest and the response to this
kind of a program, we plan to bring
other talented graduates back. Work
on next year's entertainment has
already begun."
Alumni Insurance Program Adds Benefits
John Pearl and Associates, the
underwriting firm for Whitworth's
Alumni Association term life
insurance program, has announced
that as of August 1, 1984, all current
members (primary insureds) will be
.afforded ten percent additional
benefits in case of claim at no
additional premium. This benefit
will be effective for the term of
August 1, 1984 through]u1y 31,1985,
and is also applicable to new
alumni joining the plan.
RayJohnson, branch manager for
Pearl said the benefit, ifwell-
received, will become a permanent
feature.
For more information, contact the
Alumni Office,Whitworth College,
Spokane, Wash. 99251.
A Passion for Politics:
A Conversation with Sen. George Scott
llY LINDA HUNT
"We can't just believe we live in a
wonderful system. We must
contribute." After 14 years of public
service, the inrensity hasn't cooled.
George Scott, a 1959 Whitworth
College alum, had a passion for
politics when he began as a wash-
ington State representative from
Seattle's 46th District in 1969. Today,
having also served his district as
senator, minority whip, chairman of
the Senate Republican Caucus and
of the Ways and Means Committee
and member of committees on
higher education, ecology, judiciary,
facilities, transportation, institutions
and rules, he still does.
During his years as a legislator,
Scott took an unusually keen
interest in what actually makes gov-
ernment work. "Each night," he
said, "especially after key turning
points in the legislative process, I
wrote notes to myself, trying to
capture the essense what really
happened behind closed doors,
especially the human elements in
decisionmaking."
Now, having taken leave from
public life to spend more time with
his family, Scott, who holds a
doctoral degree in American History
from the Universiry of Washington,
is assembling those notes (nearly
3000 of them), along with 160
boxes of documents, into a book on
the human dynamic of legislating.
In an interview with Today, he
_emphasized another aspect of the
human dymanic: the crucial
importance of citizen involvement
in public life.
Today: Why do you say greater
public participation in politics is
critical for the U.S.'
Scott: Each generation has to
renew democracy for its children.
It's not automatic. watergate
discouraged a whole generation of
people and cast a cloud over the
political area. Right now there are
very few people who make a
significant investment in public
life-only three percent actively
work on campaigns. Less than 50
percent vote in presidential
elections; less than 25 percent in
local elections. Yet, parents model
for their children the importance of
citizen participation, and our
country depends on an informed,
caring citizenry.
Today: Are there any discern able
consequences of this apathy now?
Scott: Politics is a pyramid, with a
definite relationship between the
bottom and top. If a significant
number don't participate on the
school boards, in city and counry
goverment, etc., the public has a
smaller pool to choose from for
major state and national leadership.
That's why it's very important to de-
velop the talents and interest of
young people in political life.
Also, lobbyists, often representing
narrow points of view, rush to fill
the vacuum left by the public. We're
developing a "third house", with
lobbyists being most important,
legislature second and the public a
distant third. This is leading to the
recorporatizing of America, with big
corporations and institutions
wielding trnmense influence. But it
will be our own fault.
MattersRetires from Hastings Presidency
Clyde Matters,'50, who began
his teaching career at Whitworth,
has announced his retirement after
12years as president of Hastings
College, Hastings, Neb. Immediately
upon graduation, Matters became a
teaching assistant while he pursued
a master's degree in education at
Whitworth. He received his
doctorate from the Universiry of
Washington.
While at Whitworth, Matters was
responsible for the reorganization
of the health, physical education
and recreation curricul um and was a
member of the dean's cabinet and
academic board.
He left Whitworth to become a
research associate at the University
of Washington and consultant to
school districts. Later he went to
work for the Ford Foundation,
serving in positions in Nigeria and-
Ghana.
In 1970, he returned to
Whitworth to head the counseling
and guidance program and teach
educational and developmental
psychology. Then in 1972, he was
named president of Hastings, which
under his leadership has enjoyed
considerable growth.
During his tenure, the school's
endowment has grown from $2
million to $7 million and a $1.2
million operation deficit has been
replaced by a surplus. Five major
buildings have been added to the
campus.
Matter's retirement becomes
effective July 1, 1985 after which he
and his wife, Anna, plan to return to
the Spokane area.'
scorr-»
Today: From your experience,
what are the benefits of public
service?
Scott: Politicians are one of the
last group of generalists in a world
of specialists. During one day in
Olympia, I could listen to a welfare
mother, a president of a university, a
committee hammering out the fine
details of a major bill, an inmate
from the Walla Walla prison and a
nationally-respected consultant on
some pending project. You learn the
functions of 250 .state agencies and
have the privilege of spending
other's resources ($6 billion for
Washington State). The net result
for anyone is tremendous personal
growth.
Politics is the catalyst on which all
else depends. If the government
New Dean for
Nursing Center
The Intercollegiate Center for
Nursing Education in Spokane
appointed Dr. Pauline Bruno,
associate dean of the Undergraduate
Program, effective Aug. 13. She
succeeds Mrs. Betty Anderson, who
retired Aug. 10.
A graduate of the Universiry of
California where she received a
Doctor of Nursing Science degree in
1971, Dr. Bruno also holds bachelor
and master of science degrees from
the Catholic University of America
in Washington, D.C.
Among her published works are
several writings in the area of
gerontology and medical-surgical
nursing. She is currently completing
a funded research project entitled
"Identification of Elderly at Risk for
Falls Due to Sensorimotor
Changes."
.
works well and enhances life, builds
a strong economy and provides
qualiry education, the impact is very
positive.
Today: Can one person's effort
still make a difference'
Scott: Yes, surprtsmgly so. There
are so few people involved now that
each person's contribution has the
potential for significant influence.
For instance, in a state legislative
race, with all other factors being
basically equal, if a candidate has 25
people willing to work for just one
week during a four-month
campaign; that candidate willwin.
But most of all, being involved in
politics allows all of us to contribute
to the collective future of the
community.
Today: Any advice on preparing
for the coming election?
Scott: Assess candidates carefully,
not just by slick media hype. If
possible, meet them. Beware of
voting for "single issue" candidates.
"Right thinkers" may be inept and
unqualified for the full
responsibilities of government.
Read good newspaper editorials and
non-partisan literature such as the
League of Women Voters
pamphlets. Read initiatives word for
word.
And parents, be sure to include
your children in your discussions. I
still remember, when I was 15, a
precinct meeting my mother held
on our front porch. It was 1952, the
race between Eisenhower and Taft.
Only six people attended, but I
. sensed they believed their feelings
and efforts could make a difference.
It strongly influenced me.
Auto Accident Takes
Olsen.
A memorial service on campus
July 25 marked the passing of Dr.
Dave Olsen, staff psychologist.
Olsen was injured in an auto
accident earlier last summer and
died of complications from those
injuries.
A member of the Whitworth
Student Life staff since 1981, Olsen
had also held positions at Indiana
University, Gonzaga University and
the Seattle Mental Health Institute.
He earned his doctorate and his
master's degree at the University of
Wyoming. He was a graduate of
Lewis and Clark College.
He is survived by his wife, 'Merna





The following students, who have
maintained a 3.75 grade average or
above during Spring 1984 in at least
four full courses, have been named
to the Dean's Honor RoIL
The list of 147 students
represents 12 percent of the
undergraduate student body. There


























































































































































lectures from 1982, as well as the
Philip Ashby lectures from 1984, are
now available on cassette tape
recordings for $15 each. Here are
the titles:
Simpson- Duvall lectures,
Dr. Fenton DuvallApril13. 1982
"Petrarch and Whitworth" Dr.
Clarence Simpson April 14, 1982
"Twentieth Century Image"




March 27, 1984 "Humanities:
Civilization's Collective Memory"
March 28, 1984 "The Christian
Insistence on Misunderstanding of
Eastern Religion" March 29, 1984
"The Conflict of Religions
Revisited"
To order, make check payable to
Whitworth College, mail to
Whitworth College Alumni Office,
Station 7, Spokane, WA99251
Faculty Additions for 1984-85
Growth in several programs along
with retirements and departures for
advanced study combined to •
produce a bumper crop of new
faculry for the fall of 1984. Here are
brief introductions:
Donald F. Calbreath, PhD.,
assistant professor of chemistry,
earned his doctorate at Ohio State
University and did post-doctoral
~ork at Duke University Medical
Center. His 12years of hospital
laboratory experience adds a rich
practical dimension to his teaching
Michael E. DeGolyer, PhD.
candidate, assistant professor of
history, is completing his doctoral
work at Claremont Graduate School,
His dissertation is on Karl Marx. An
intellectually gifted man, his life has
been a series of tri urnphs over
scholarly challenges his mentors
doubted could be mastered.
Randi V. Ellefson, D.MA
candidate, assistant professor of
music, is regarded as "one of the
top three young choral conductors
in the US" by the acknowledged
dean of college choral conductors.
He is a candidate for the doctor of
music degree at Arizona State
University.
Leslie J Francis, EdD., assistant
professor of education, earned his
degree in reading at the University
of Northern Colorado. His work in
the office of the Washington
Superintendent of Public Instruction
has kept Les in touch with the most
successful reading programs across
the state and the nation.
Thomas A. Grall, M.Ed., aquatics
director, brings an enviable record
as coach of world class and Olympic
swimmers and 42 NAlAAlI-
Americans. He knows every facet of
swimming pool management,
having been aquatic director at four
colleges. He has instructed
swimming programs at all levels,
and is also an experienced football
and track and field coach.
William G. Hillar, MA, assistant
professor of health science, has
completed approximately three
years of post-MA work in health
education and special education at
the University of Oregon.
Gerald G. Gay) Kendall, M.BA,
assistant professor of business, has
20 years' managerial experience
with the Bank of America. His
master's degree is from St. Mary's
College, Moraga, Calif He has
taught numerous courses and
seminars on management
development, theory and finance.
Lois M. Kieffaber, Ph.D, associate
professor of physics, has a gifr of
making physics understandable and
fascinating. She recently prepared
the teacher's guide for one of the
most popular physics texts in the
US Her doctorate is from the
University of New Mexico.
Edward C Korntved, MS,
instructor in computer science, has
been a teaching assistant at the
University of Oregon, Western
Kentucky University and Lane
Community College. A recent
University of Wisconsin graduate, he
has an up-to-date background in
computer science.
Kathryn A. Lee, PhD. candidate,
assistant professor of pol itical
science, is earning her doctorate at
The Johns Hopkins University,
which has one of the top political
science graduate programs in the
U.S. She is a third-generation
college professor. Her dissertation
topic concerns women's rights.
Doris K. Liebert, M.Ed., instructor
in education, seems to know every-
one in the Spokane Public Schools.
Her attentiveness and concern bring
out excellence in her student
teachers. Her degrees are from
Seattle Pacific University and
Whitworth College.
Christine Meyer, M.Ed., instructor
in education, has taught for seven
years in the Coeur d'Alene Tribal
School. Her ernphasis on special
education and her Native American
heritage will add an important
dimension to our faculty. Her
master's degree work was at the
University of Idaho.
Arlin C Migliazzo, PhD., assistant
professor of history, filled a one-
year appointment last year and
emerged at the top of a national
search for a permanent position last
spring. His subject areas include
American and Modern European
history and his work has been
adjudged "sparkling."
Edward Miller, PhD. candidate,
assistant professor of modern
languages, is completing his degree
in Spanish literature at Indiana
University this summer. His
teaching gifts are remarkable,
producing an almost instant
response. An American black, he has
served in the Peace Corps in
Venezuela and taught in Mexico.
Martha A_Nelson, M.5c.,
instructor in mathematics and
computer science, a Seattle native
who has just completed her
graduate study at Texas A & M.
(continued on page 26)
Alumni Notebook
1925
Mildred H. Criswell has made her home
in Tillamook, Ore, for many years. She is an
active member of the First Church of Christ
Scientist.
Delilah (Barber) and C. P. Butler are now
retired and residing at the "Sequoias" in
Portola Valley, Calif,
1931
Alice {Sanstrom ) Postell recently traveled
to the Holy Land, Austria and Germany and
attended the Oberauruergau Passion Play,
She lives in Portland, Ore.
1935
Keith A. Murray lives in Bellingham,
Wash. He is a member of the Council on
Archaeology and Historic Preservation for
Washington. Keith's latest publication,
journey to tbe Past, will be used in ninth
grade Washington State history classes.
Ruby L. Hobson is enjoying retirement in
Lewiston, Idaho.
Ruth (Clemons) Simpson resides in
Spokane where she is the corporate
manager of Melcher Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Before returning to Spokane she taught in
laCrosse and Hoquiam, Wash.
11939
7:ckson H. Blaisdell is refired and liVing-
Paducah, Ky. Formerly with the State of
jnrucky Public Assistance Program, Jackson
beotly does inventory for lIT
bmmerciaJ Services Corporation by
fsignment.
Garth and Marjorie Steele live in
'allbrook, calif. Prior to serving as the part-
.rme pastor of visitation at Fallbrook
Presbyterian Church, Garth was the pastor of
First Presbyterian Church of Canoga Park,
Calif. for over 18 years.
1941
Dougald G. and Mary (Trevitt, '39)
Robinson make their home on Bainbridge
Island, Wash. Their daughter, Mary, received
her Master of Divinity degree from Princeton
Seminary in May, 1984. •
1943
S. David Smith is full-time minister of
music and youth at Pleasant View Missonary
Baptist Church in Talbott, Tenn.
1945
Don E. and Evelyn Steele are enjoying
retirement at Rancho Bernardo in San
Diego, California. Don is the former
president of Cooper Energy Service, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
1947
Dewey and Edith (Brock, 48x)
Mulholland make their home in Braselia,
Brazil where they work with the
Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission
SOCIety.
Raymond W. and Anita Moody live in
Woodland, Wash. Ray currently serves as
interim pastor for the First Presbyterian
Church in Aberdeen, Wash.
1949
Richard and jeanne Carr reside in
Springfield, Va. where Richard is president
of Richard Carr, Inc. He and Jeanne serve as
resource persons in family life/marriage
enrichment programs for military and
church programs. Retired since August 1982
as Chief of Air Force Chaplains, Richard is
also special assistant to the president for
World Vision Relief programs in third world
countries.
1951
Leigh and Marlene (Hartzell, '72) Taylor
make their home in Vancouver, Wash. Leigh
has concluded serving as chairman of the
personnel division for the Synod of the
Pacific. TIle Taylors recently led a group of
34 on a tour to Greece, Egypt, Israel,
Germany and Austria.
J. Russell and joan (Osthoff, '59) Larson
toured New Zealand, Australia, the Great
Barrier Reef and Tahiti this spring before
returning to their home in Spokane.
Richard C. Guthrie is retired in Spokane
after teaching 31 years in public education.
He and his wife have three children, Karen,
Mark and jodi, and rwo grandchildren.
Robert M. Chamness lives in Danville,
Calif. where he is executive pastor of the
1~6QO-JUenWe~i;Jt>€reek Presbyterian
Church.
Mark A. Jennings lives in Los Gatos, Calif.
He is retired after 32 years in public
education, 25 of those as an elementary
school principal for the Campbell School
District.
Phil and Shirley (Gilson) Schiller reside
in Tacoma, Wash. Their son, Torn, a 1980
Whitworth alum, graduated from the
Vanderbilt University Medical School in May,
1984.
Wallace H. and Harlene (Towsley, '54)
Moore live in Tonasket, Wash. Harlene
works part-time for the local school district
and enjoys arts and crafts. Wally, retired
from the music education field, does some
substitute teaching and is active in a
barbershop quartet, three-piece dance band
and the Okanogan Valley Orchestra.
Ruth Conrad makes her home in
Spokane, where she is a retired instructor
from the Deaconess Hospital SChool of
Nursing.
Fae (Eilers) and Donald Allen live in El '
Cajon, Calif. Fae sings with the San Diego
Opera and is a soloist and directing member
of a ladies sextette in her church.
1953
Larry E. and Nancy Clark reside in Santa
Ana, Calif. Larry is associated with Wycliffe
Bible Translators in Huntington Beach, Calif.
Their son, john, attends California State
University- Fullerton.
Sunzah (Pang) Park makes her home in
Monterey, Calif. and teaches piano at santa
catalina SChool and Monterey Pennisula
Community SChool of Music. She is also
organist at the Naval Postgraduate SChool
Protestant Chapel in Monterey.
1955
Ted Zylstra lives in Oak Harbor, Wash. lie
has been elected to a three. year term
on the Board of Governors of the Washing-
ton State Bar Association and serves as
governor from the Second Congressional
District.
Raymond G. Rees is a vocational
rehabilitation counselor supervisor for the
State of Oregon in Salem, working with
severely handicapped individuals.
Shirley (Aeschliman) and Harold Isaak
make their home in Aberdeen, Idaho.
Shirley is employed at Harms' Memorial
Hospital in American Falls, and is a part-time
home health nurse with the Southeast Idaho
Health Department.
Irene (Jarvis) Crichton lives in Eureka,
Calif., where she is a kindergarten teacher.
Charles G. and Irene (Berkran, '48x)
Harris live in Roslyn, Penn. where Charles is
pastor of Hope Presbyterian Church. He also
teaches readiness skills to inmates at
Graterford Prison.
Albert J. and Cathy (Weber) Reasoner
are continuing their work with the
Independent Presbyterian Church of Brazil.
Ann (Christensen) and Kenneth
Mulholland make their home in Columbia,
S.c., where Ken is professor of missions at
Columbia Graduate School of Bible and
Missions.
1957
Marilyn (Schimpf) and Lyle Webber live
in Coulee City, Wash., where Marilyn is a
registered nurse in charge of the day shift at
Coulee Community Hospital in Grand
Coulee. Thev have three children, Laura,
Jon, andjay,'who is a senior at Whitworth.
Ron and Anne (Creevey) Soucy make
their home on six acres in FairPlay, Calif.
Ann is a nurse at Marshall Hospital in
Placerville, and Ron is interim pastor of First
Presbyterian Church in Exeter. They have a
daughter, Karen, and a son, Glenn, who
serves on board the aircraft carrier Nimitz.
Arlin J. Rhords has worked with the
Forest Service for 16 years, and teaches in a
job Corps Center at Golconda, Ill. He and
his wife have two sons, a daughter, and one
grandson. Their foster daughter is 17 and
has been a part of their family for 15 years.
Don and Gail (Watson, '53) Gum make
their home in Orange, Calif. Don is an
engineer at Rockwell in Anaheim, and Gail
is a registered nurse at Western Medical
Center in santa Ana. They have four married
daughters, as well as a son and foster son
who are at home.
Maria M. WoUJ is retired from Westmont
College, where she held several positions,
including dean of ..vomen. She has devel-
oped a Christian cassette library for the
blind, a free mailing service.
Milton Ensley,jr. is pastor of the Umatilla
Community Presbyterian Church in Umatilla,
Ore. Prior to his Oregon pastorate, he
served for seven years at Westvale
Presbyterian Church in Salt Lake City, Utah.
1959
Mabel E. (Stevens) Morrison has been
awarded a 30·year pin for service at the
Veterans Administration Medical Center in
Spokane.
David Quiring is enrolled in the doctoral
program at Drew University School of
Theology. He also serves as chaplain at
Muhlenberg Hospital in Plainfield, N].,
where his ministry to hospice and oncology
unit patients is expanding.
Leslie (Norquist) and Werner Egloff live
in Gridwood, Alaska. Leslie Is studying art,
elementary education and Spanish at the
University of Alaska, helps teach math at the
local school, and has her own calligraphy
business. Their son, Wilhelm, received the
Governor's Student Achievement Awardlast
December.
judith (Morris) and Sherman Hill make
their home in Yakima, Wash., where
Sherman is a hematologist, and judy is a
freelance journalist. They have two
daughters, Alison, a sophomore at Whitman
College, and Martha, a high school senior.
Alice (Simpson) and Roger Deakins live
in New York, N.Y.,where Alice is an
instructor in applied linguistics at Teachers'
College, Columbia University. Roger
recently received the Dean's Distinguished
Faculty Award at New York University. Their
three ~hildren are Lucy, 13, Cat, 8, and Ned,
6
Roy and Beverly (McLaurin) Throndson
live in Mill Creek, Wash. Roy is president of
Evergreen Bank in Seattle. He and Bev are
active members of a new congregation,
North Creek Presbyterian Church, in Mill
Creek.
Robert and Anita (Crall, 60) Rigstad live
in Salt Lake City, Utah. Anita received her
master's degree in special education in june
1984.
Wadad Saba is associate professor of
music at Seattle Pacific University, teaching
voice, music history, and opera workshop.
Wadad received a doctorate in opera
productions from the University of Washing-
ton in 1981.
Vern and Marilyn (Krumm, '59) Van Der
Werff make their home in Holland, Mich.,
where Vern is pastor of First Reformed
Church. Marilyn teaches second grade for
the Holland Public Schools. They have three
sons, ages 14, 16and 20.
jo Ann (Detmore) Peterson lives in
Orange, Caiif., where she teaches fourth
grade. jo Ann received her master of arts
degree from Azusa College in 1978, and has
three children, Katherine, Cory and Kristina.
1961
Nancy (Manowski) and Glenn
MacCorkle make their home in Simsbury,
Conn. Nancy manages a specialty toy store,
and Glenn is a risk manager at United
Technologies in Hartford. They have three
children, ages 19, 17 and 16.
Sam B. and janice (Lamott, '60) Adams
reside in Troutdale, Ore., where Sam is
pastor of Cherry Park Presbyterian Church
and is enrolled in the doctor of ministry
program of San Francisco Theological
Seminary. jan is coordinator of community
ministries and mission at First Presbyterian
Church in Portland, and is pursuing a master
of arts degree at San Francisco Theological
Seminary as well. They have two sons,
Keven, 22, and Tim, 20.
Don and Carolyn (Humphries, '59) Fries
live in Spokane where Don teaches history
and is associated student body advisor at
Shaw junior High School. Carolyn teaches
third grade at farwell Elementary School in
the Mead School District. They have three
children, Susan, 21, Luann, 19, and Dean, 16.
Carol (Clark) Tague lives in Portola
Valley, Calif She has three show horses, one
of which was in the summer Olympics'
modern pentathlon.
Keith and Carolyn (Fox, '60) Baker make
[heir home in Redmond, Wash. Carolyn
works for the lake Washington SChool
District. Keith teaches physical education
and German in the Bellevue School District
and is assistant football coach and offensive




Arden (Church) A1dand is a graduate of
St. Elizabeth's SChool of Nursing. She and
her husband, who owns an irrigation
company in Yakima, Wash., have three sons
and a daughter.
1963
Howard A. Robbins retired from teaching
at the University of Idaho in 1979. He now
lives in Coeur d'Alene and is executive
director of the Percussion Naut Patriots
Youth Organization.
Michal (Kleinbach) Rosenberger is
"Crisis Counselor" at Sterling High School in
Baytown, Texas. She and her rwo sons live
in Houston, where Micki plays organ at
Webster Presbyterian Church and serves on
the Presbytery Campus life Committee.
Jeanne Cherbeneau received her
doctorate in applied behavioral and social
sciences and organization development
from Union Graduate School in San
Francisco in 198 L She makes her home in
Berkeley, and is associate director of human
resource and organization development for
Kaiser Perrnanente Medical Care Program of
Northern California.
Stephen and Kathleen Grover live in
Yakima, Wash., where Stephen owns The
Carpet Warehouse and is involved in the
youth A. 'A. U. basketball program. Their
three children are Gena, 20, Peter, 25, and
Brad, 12.
Doug and Nancy James own and manage
a home health care agency for the elderly in
Edmonds, Wash. Doug is a 1967 graduate of
Pittsburgh Seminary.
Jean (Gifford) and Charles Lemons, who
make their home in Pendleton, Ore., own a
nationwide theft prevention service. They
have seven children, four of whom are
married, and four grandchildren.
Carolyn Foulon is a home/hospital
teacher in Twin Peaks, Calif., for students
with medical problems. A volunteer for the
Nature Conservancy, Carolyn co- led three
bald eagle tours last winter at Big Bear Lake,
Donald D. Adams, professor of earth and
environmental sciences at the State
University of New York in Plottsburgh,
conducts research on sediment
geochemistry and acid rain effects on lakes.
He is editing a book, "AcidDeposition -
Environmental, Economic and Policy
Issues, "to be published in 1984.
William E, Duvall is professor of history at
Willamette University, Salem, Ore. Bill was
voted "rnost- honored professor" by
Willamette students this year.
Ruth (Knoll) Seignemartin is an
administrative nurse in Spokane, and also
teaches music through the Yamaha Music
System.
Ann (Perry) and Loren Saari are
commercial salmon trollers in Ilwaco, Wish.
They have two sons, 8 and 10.
Margaret (Hood) and Glenn Jay live in
Portland, Ore, where Margaret is laboratory
supervisor at Bess Kaiser Medical Center.
She and Glenn have a son, Ian: and a
daughter, Kristin,
Sue (Hathaway) and Mike LitI make their
home in' Huntington Beach, Calif. Sue
accompanied Mike, an internist with a sub-
speciality in pulmonary disease, on a trip to
China last fall where Mike conferred with
Chinese pulmonary physicians. They have
two sons, Bryan, 12, and Jonathan, 9.
Gary L. Dinwoodie is a principal partner
in the architectural firm of Adkison Leigh
Sims Cuppage in Spokane. A 1969 graduate
of Washington State University, Gary is
project architect for the Spokane Transit
Authority operations and maintenance
facility and for Hewlett-Packard. He and his
wife have two children.
Carolyn (Nelson) and Tom Clark live in
Irvine, calif. Tom, a 1965 Notre Dam~d
graduate, is an attorney in Newport Beach.
Carolyn, active in the Junior League of
Newport Harbor, is designing, "English,
Inc.," an English language consulting
business. The Clarks have three children,
Terry, 11, Kary, 6 and Cary, 4.
Cory and Nancy (Nichols, '67) Loder
make their home in Monterey, Mass. Cory is
pastor/counselor at Gould Farm, a
rehabilitation community for emotionally ill
individuals. Nancy is music department
team leader for the South Berkshire
Regional School system. They have four
children, Shelby, 12, Brooke, 10, Kip, 9, and
jordan, 7.
1967
Warren Patterson is owner and president
of Landmark Appraisal Service in Seattle,
Wash.
Steve Farris is a real estate broker in
Mission Viejo, Calif Steve taught and
coached for twelve years prior to entering
the real estate business in 1979.
Christine (Dry) Wilson, Seattle, Wash.,
received a bachelor's degree in business
administration from the University of Wash-
ington in 1976, and is a 1983 graduate of the
University of Washington law school. She
has two children, Christian, 15, and Emily,
13.
Janet (Dalton) and Alan Spang live in
Indianapolis, Ind., where Alan, a graduate of
the University of Delaware, is director of a
corporation data processing center. janet, a
homemaker, belongs to the Daughters of
the American Revolution and enjoys
bowling. She and Alan have two sons, Karl,
13, and Greg, 7.
Mina Spalding lives in Vashon, Wash. She
and her husband, Hubert, who attended
Whitworth when it was still located in
Tacoma, Wash., were resident counselors in
Arend Hall from 1958-1969.
Park "Monty" and Laurel (Lundgren, '68)
Parratt are teachers in Marysville, Wash.
Monty teaches and coaches junior high, and
Laurel teaches first grade. They have two
daughters, Kimberly, 11, and Kristin, 7.
Bill Yeo is manager of benefits and
employee training for United Nuclear
Industries in Richland, Wash.
Karen L. Byrne is librarian at the Deer
Park, Wash. high school.
David Syferd, Mercer Island, Wash., is co-
owner of Elgin-Syferd, the "largest
independently owned advertising agency in
seattle." Formerly with Hill and Knowlton
and Rainier Bank, Dave and his partner, Ron
Elgin, founded their rapidly growing firm
three years ago.
Allen and Claudia (Nelson, '75) Couch,
make their home in Spokane. Claudia
teaches home economics at Mead High
School and Allen is a school psychologist for
the Mead District. Their family includes
Allen's 9-year'rld daughter, Andrea
1969
Dick and Paula ('82) Cullen live in'
Spokane. Dick coaches soccer at Mead High
School, and Paula is a registered nurse in
the pediatric intensive care unit at
Deaconess Hospital. They have four
children, Chris, 12, Renee, 1O,joy, 7, and
Richie. S.
William J. Moldovan, Spokane, is county
extension agent in the area of dairying and
general agriculture. William received his
master's degree in extension from Washing-
ton State University in 1974, and has been a
member of the W.S.U. faculty for eight years.
L Irene Teagle makes her horne in
Spokane, where she is a substitute teacher
for the Spokane public school district.
Mark and Tracy (Cullen, 71) Howard
live in Concord, Calif., where Mark is
superintendent of King's Valley Christian
School. They have two daughters, Melinda,
7, and julia, 4.
Janice (Graber) Chase lives in Modesto,
Calif., where her family has enjoyed hosting
ajapanese exchange student, Masae Iwasaki.
Margaret "Pep" (Shackelfnrd) and
Bradley Stenberg are coacludlcg-an
intensive eight-year ministry in South Africa,
where they established the Southern Africa
Division of Christian Camping International
five years ago. They anticipate a move to
Australia to serve as that country's eel
National Coordinators. They have a
daughter, Lindiwe (pronounced "Lindy-
Way," a Zulu name meaning "One For
Whom We Waited Long"), who was born
April 1, 1983.
1971
Joy Fitzgerald is a financial services
employee for John Deere Co. in Milwaukie,
Ore. As president of the Oregon chapter and
national board member of rhe
Neurofibromatosis Foundation, Joy serves a
large group whose lives are touched by
what is known as the "Elephant Man's
Disease." She also leads a Bible study and
support group for handicapped people.
Sarah jane (Plotts) and)erry SChaldack
make their home in Fort Peck, Mont. Sarah
teaches in a resource room at Glasgow
Middle School and jerry is an operator at the
Fort Peck Dam. They have two children,
Nathaniel, 7, and Prairie, 3.
Myles T. and Nancy Bassford live in Boise,
Idaho where Myles maintains the
professional corporate tax libraries of Boise
Cascade, Touche Ross and Co., and Fox and
Co. Nancy, a graduate of the University of
Idaho, is employed in the engineering
department of Idaho Power.
Connie (Husted) Wilson teaches
kindergarten in a private school in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho.
Maynard and Colleen (Nelson) Medefind
reside in Winton, Calif., where they have
established a new business, Medefind
security Systems. Maynard reaches high
school business math, business law and
business English, as well as a course he
designed entitled "Natural History of the
Sierra Nevada." He and Colleen have three
sons.
1973
Sherry (Barngrover )and Ken Krebs make
their home in Wenatchee, Wash. Sherry,
who taught physical education for six years,
is manager/librarian for the Wenatchee
Valley Symphony as well as principal
percussionist and timpanist for the
symphony and the Wenatchee British Brass
Band. She and Ken have two children,
Camille, 4, and Karl, 2.
BiII Frost teaches combat skills to basic
entry rotary wing students at the Army
Aviation Center at Fort Rucker, Ala. He and
his wife, Suzie, have a son, Tad.
Larry and Phyllis (Holt, '75x) Calvert live
in Spokane, where Larry holds a
management position in the software
department at I.S.c. Systems.
Patti (Strain) and Jim Burt make their
home in Glendive, Mont., where Patti gives
guitar lessons and jim works for Mountain
Bell Telephone. They have a daughter,
Kristen, 9, and a son,jimi, 7.
1975
Gary A. Frank is a research and
development manager for WHY Systems,
Inc. of Redmond, Wash. He and his wife,
julie, live in Tacoma, and have an infant
daughter, Cheryl Lynn.
Susan (Usley) Bicker is a homemaker in
Linleron, Colo. She and her husband,
Daniel, have two daughters, Kimberly, 4,
and Elizabeth, 2.
Kathy (Rapier) and Eric Ferguson live in
Suisun, Calif. They have a daughter, Chrissie.
.jeffand]ulie (Rye, 76x) Carter make
their home in Zearing, Iowa. Jeff pastors
yoked Presbyterian and Methodist churches
near Des Moines. They have five children,
sons Jason, 3 and Danny, 2, and three
adopted youngsters with special needs,
Becky, 8,jerry, 5, and Hannah, 8 months.
Julie and Jeff organized "Homefinders," a
support group which recruits parents for
"special needs children" in the midand
southwestern states.
Susan (Frickey) and Bob Myers live in
Salem, Ore. She and Bob, a graduate of
Moody Bible Institute, have a year-old child
Harry M, Crumbaker, a graduate Senior
Scholar, is actively working on a Crumbaker
family genealogy. He'and his wife, Audrey,
live in Spokane. Harry enjoys gardening,
bowling, and keeping up with their two
grandchildren.
Sherri (Brewton) Wood is a homemaker
in San Jose, Calif. Her husband, Paul, is a
chemistry technician at San Jose State
University. They have two sons, David, 3,
and jonathan, 2, and enjoy working with
their church's high school group.
Rick Morse is pastor-developer for the
Northwest Regional Christian Church in the
Seattle, Wash. area.
Julie (Uber) and Sheldon Georgiades
have built a house on 20 acres near Valley,
Wash. Julie works at Northwest Alloys, a
magnesium reduction plant at Addy, and ha
Ieamed the specialty of horseshoeing
through the Oklahoma Horseshoeing
School. She and Sheldon have two sons,
Jason, 6, and Derrick, 3.
Lanita (Moyer) Miller has taken a one-
year leave-of-absence from her teaching
position in the Puyallup, Wash. school
district's elementary gifted program. She ar
her husband, Lin, have two children, Callie
3, and Tyson, 1.
Larry and Barbara ('76) Peck make thei
home in Olympia, Wash., where Larry wor]
for the salmon culture division of the
Department of Fisheries, and Barbara is
employed in the coronary care unit of St.
Peter Hospital.
1965
Dorothy (Russell) Henson, SCottsdale,
Ariz., is assistant professor of nursing at the
Arizona State University College of Nursing.
Named Arizona Maternal Child Health Nurse
of the Year by the March of Dimes, Grand
Canyon Saguaro Chapter, for volunteer
leadership in the fight against birth defects,
Virginia received a plaque and cash award
for her numerous contributions to the
improvement of care for mothers and
children,
Darlene (SChelski) and Paul Wolleat
make their home in St. Paul, Minn. Darlene
teaches piano to over fifty students, and is
active in Minneapolis and Minnesota music
teachers groups. They have two sons, 12 and
14, and a six-year-old daughter.
James E. and Willa Roghair are co-pastors
of Memorial West Presbyterian Church in
Newark, N]., an inner city ministry. James
received his doctor of ministry degree from
McCormick Theological Seminary in June,
1984.
Charles and Connie (Burnside) Brock
live in Albany, Ore., where Chuck is pastor
of United Presbyterian Church. Connie is
director of community relations at Lebanon
Community Hospital in Lebanon.
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Kelly (Rice) and Ken McAnally own and
operate the seventh Street Garage in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho. Prior to their move to Coeur
d'Alene in July, Kelly and Ken lived in
Anchorage, Alaska, where Kelly was activities
director for the Anchorage Racquet Club,
and Ken was assistant manager of an auto
repair shop.
Doug and Ellen (Altemus) Stewart make
their home in Carbondale, Colo., where
Doug is studying photography at Colorado
Mountain College and doing some freelance
writing.
Steve and Phoebe Poos-Benson
reside in Littleton, Colo., where Steve is
associate pastor of Columbine United
Church. Phoebe has a private psychotherapy
.practice and is studying for her doctorate in
clinical psychology at the University of
Denver.
Tim Pines was assistant venue
transportation manager for Expo Park, the
site of athletic events, boxing competition,
and opening and closing ceremonies of the
1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles.
Brian and Sarah (Keen, '80) Gundry live
in Northport, Wash. Brian teaches music to
grades 1 - 12 for the Northport SChool
District
Annemarie (Cree) Hasnain is a public
health nutritionist in Boise, Idaho. She
completed her master's degree in human
nutrition and foods at Washington State
University in june. 1983. Her husband, ZilIe,
is a statistician for Micron Technology, Inc.
Glenn and Becky (Smith) Hink live in
Woodinville, Wash. Glenn is staff assistant at
Cottage Like Presbyterian Church, and is
pursuing a master of divinity degree through
Fuller Theological Seminary's extension
program at Seattle Pacific University. Becky
is a secretary at Metropolitan Life Leasing
Corp., and assists with children's ministry at
Cottage Like Presbyterian Church.
Viktra (Walden) Bumgarner is a
homemaker in Shelby, Mont. She and her
husband, Christian, who teaches junior and
senior high school choral music, are 1981
graduates of the University of Montana. They
have two daughters, Rebekah Lynn, 2, and
Christina joelle, 1.
Lynette Firkins received a master's degree
in counseling from the University of
Colorado this spring, and is on the staff of
the Colorado University Career Service
Counseling Center at Boulder.
Rob Parker is the newly-appointed athlet-
ic trainer and assistant track coach at George
Fox College in Newberg, Ore. He and his
wife, Pam (Corpron), lived in Phoenix prior
to Rob's new assignment, where Pam taught
gifted students at Flowing Wells Junior High
SChool and Rob earned his master's degree
in physical education/athletic training at the
University of Arizona.
Debra (Reinwand) Rose is the political
reporter for the Juneau Empire in Alaska's
capitol city. She won a state-wide award for
a series of articles on alcohol problems in
Alaska, and covered the meeting of the Pope
and President Reagan in Fairbanks in May.
Kelly and Bruce Gehrmann-jennings are
remodeling their home in Vancouver, Wash.,
"inch by inch." Kelly is youth director for
both junior and senior high fellowships at
St.john's Presbyterian Church in Camas.
Laurie (Wright) Stewart is an area
manager for The Crescent department store
in University City in the Spokane Valley. She
and Kelly, a karate instructor, were married
in May.
Cynthia C. Hubert, Toppenish, Wash. is
head of the English department at White
Swan High SChool in White Swan, Wash.,
where she is also drama coach and advisor
to the pep club and senior class. A member
of the Chemical People Task Force and
Excellence in Education Committee, Cynthia
led a group of students on a London Theatre
Tour last spring.
1977
James S. Mclntosh, Seattle, wash.,
received hi's bachelor's degree in urban
planning from the University of Washington
in 1978. After some further study in the
computer field, James now works at the
Puget Sound Navel Shipyard in Bremerton.
David M. Griffith, P.E., is a self employed
architectural engineer in Chico, Calif. He
and his dogs, cats and chickens live on 10
acres in Couasset.
Barbara Oligher, Everett, Wash., received
her bachelor's degree in industrial
technology from Western Washington
University in Bellingham. She now works for
the graphics department of American
Passage in Seattle.
Richard F. Starrett, Kirkland, Wash.,
teaches Spanish and English and coaches at
Redmond High SChool.
Diane (Muller) and Rick Anfenson make
their home in Kalispell, Mont., where Rick
teaches first through sixth grade physical
education and is varsity defensive football
coordinator. Diane teaches music and
facilitates the gifted and talented program
for grades one through five. Along with
twelve friends, Diane and Rick floated down
the Colorado River through the Grand
Canyon this summer.
Colin Morrison is a shipfitter in the Puger
Sound Naval Shipyard, Bremerton, Wash.
While serving in the U. S. Nary for four
years, Colin was stationed in San Diego,
Calif, and Guam.
S. Patrick Brame teaches high school art-
and English and coaches football and
wrestling in St. Helens, Ore. He and his
wife, Terri, who teaches a nurse's aide
course for Portland Community College,
have five children.
Leland Smith, news editor for the
Sunnyside Sun in Sunnyside, Wash., traveled
to China in May with a group of media and
communications people. During their two
week tour, the group stayed for several days
in a rural Chinese commune.
Ronald and Marilyn ('81) Camp live in
San Francisco, Calif., where Ron is attending
San Francisco Theological Seminary. He
retired from the U. S. Army in April. 1984.
Takako (Fukumizu) Yakimya is a
secretary at Tamagawa University in Tokyo,
japan. Her husband, lchiro, teaches physics
at Naruse High SChool. Following their
March wedding, Takako and Ichiro
honeymooned in Austria and West
Germany.
Marilyn (Cole) Hann is a homemaker in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. A former nurse,
Marilyn and her husband, Marty, a dentist,
have a son, Derek Ian. I.
Katherine A. Roth is a benefits approver
for the Equitable Life Assurance Society in
Stillwater, Minn. Kathy is active with "Swords
into Plowshares," her church's peace
education program held in conjunction with
fifteen other local congregations, and
studies mandolin and "do-it-yourself' auto
mechanics!
Joyann Ward, Spokane, is regional
director of the Northwest Regional
Foundation, an organization started by the
late Edward B. Lindaman, former Whitworth
president.
Maryalice Warner is a computer terminal
operator at the Hillsboro, Ore. welfare
office. She lives in Beaverton,
1st Lt. John E. Boyle is chief of the public
affairs division of the Air Force Survival
SChool at Fairchild Air Porce'Base in
Spokane. Enrolled in the University of
Oklahoma master's program, John
anticipates a transfer to Europe in 1985.
R. Alan Magnuson, Denver, Colo., is a
loaned executive from Mountain Bell to the
Governor's High Technology Task Force,
formed to encourage high tech firms to
locate in Colorado by establishing
educational centers of excellence and
promoting a positive business environment.
Capt. Thomas E. Toleston received the
Meritorious Service Medal at Howard Air
Force Base, Panama for outstanding non-
combat achievement for service to the
United States. Thomas, who received his
master's degree from 'Whitworth, is chief of
social actions with the 24th Composite
Wing.
Pete and Melanie (McGill) Hagstrom
make their home in Garden Grove, Calif.
Pete is traffic manager for Travenol
Laboratories, and Melanie teaches high
school physical education. They are youth
leaders at Cypress Park Church, and have a
son, Nathan, 2.
Nancy (Wendlandt) and David
Matthews, have returned to their home in
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, following a
year's sabbatical leave in Europe. Nancy
received a master of arts degree from Wilfrid
Laurier Universitv in Waterloo in 1983. Her
field was "The Church and the Elderly," and
she will pursue a career in that area. David
teaches statistics at the University of
Waterloo.
Robert and Kathleen {Sellman, '78)
Peterson live in Peoria, Ill., where Rob is
minister of First Covenant Church. They
have a son, joel, 3, and twin daughters,
Rachel Carol and Sarah Elizabeth, born in
April.
joann E. Landon has taught history at
Lincoln High SChool in Los Angeles,
California, for the last seven years.
David W. McCall is enrolled in the master
o£div:inity program at Bethel-Seminary. He
and his wife,Judy, a legal secretary in
Minneapolis, Minn., live in St. Paul.
larry "Chris" and janet Koester make
their home in Moses Like, Wash., where
Chris teaches at Frontier Junior High SChool.
Chris and Janet, a secretary, have a duaghter,
Brtanus. 3.
Mark Allen Anderson, Troy, Mich., is
enrolled at McCormick Seminary in Chicago,
III.
1979
Brian and Diana (Heath) Cruse live in
Troutdale, Ore. Brian is a sales associate
with Tarbell Realtors in Gresham and Diana
is a grain accountant for Harvest States
Cooperatives in Portland.
Randal R Sitton is director of youth
ministries at Spokane Valley United
Methodist Church. Randy attended seminary
at United Theological Seminary in Dayton,
Ohio, and served a three-year term on the
National Council of Churches governing
board as a United Methodist delegate.
Nancy (Beiler) and Mike Crutchfield live
in Las Vegas, Nev., where Nancy is a
pediatric nurse practitioner.
Karen L Howard taught at Glenwood
SChool in Glenwood, Wash., for five years,
and is pursuing her master of arts in
teaching degree in gifted and talented
education at Whitwonh.
Deborah (Freed) and John Genskow
make their home in Seattle, where Deborah
is a supervisor with Metropolitan Savings
and loan.
Susan D. Lonborg received her doctor's
degree in counseling psychology from Ohio
State University in June, 1984. She has been
appointed to the staff of the University of
Puget Sound's counseling center.
/
Debbie Rice, a certified public
accountant, is controller for Jones 'Wholesale
Florist, Inc. of Spokane. She serves on the
board of directors for New Concepts
Foundation for the Handicapped, and is
president elect of the Spokane American
Society of Women Accountants.
Kimberly {Heineccius ) Till teaches
home economics, science and math in a
small Christian junior/senior high school in
Seattle. She earned her teaching certificate at
Seattle Pacific University.
Jady G. Faber works for the Billy Graham
Crusade Association, and is helping with her
fourth crusade in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Daniel and Betsy (Wicklund, '76) Newell
live in Eugene, Ore. where Betsy is taking a
leave of absence from her job in a children's
bookstore, and Dan is a computer
programmer. They have a son, Nathaniel
josiah, born last November.
Nancy (Haglund) Collins is a computer
analyst for the physics department at
California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena. Her husband, Reuben, received
his doctorate in applied physics in June.
D. Ian Green is attending the University
of Dubuque Theological Seminary in
Dubuque, Iowa. He attended a special
winter term at Cook Christian Training
'SChool in Tempe, Ariz., where he studied
Native American issues from a Native
Aruerican perspective.
Bonnie Modugno lives in Mar Vista, Calif
She is a public health nutritionist and
teaches pan time at Santa Monica College.
Living by the beach affords her plenty of
opportunity for running, swimming and
bicycling.
Doug James is an associate with the law
firm of Moulton, Bellingham, Longo, and
Mather, P.c. in Billings, Mont.
Cynthia Baird is a registered nurse,
working long hours 150 miles into the
jungle of Sierra Leone in Western Africa.
Paul Leavenworth is associate dean of
student development at Houghton College,
Houghton, New York He received his
doctor of education in counseling
psychology degree from the College of
William and Mary, Williamsburg, va., in May,
1984.
Christopher and Lisabeth (Gruenfeld,
'81) Call live in Salem, Ore. Chris, formerly
on the staff of Senator Mark Hatfield, is .
assistant to the president at Willamette
University. Lisa manages the eight satellite
offices for Supra Products, Inc. They have an
infant daughter, Erin Brooke, born in july.
Michael Brothers is a student at Princeton
Theological Seminary in Princeton, New
Jersey.
Padeken K Bento lives in Miliani, Hawaii,
where he is a teacher/counselor at
Kamahameha High SChool. Pat and his Wife,
Stephanie, have a son, Spencer Kahaleikui.
1981
David and Usa (Ransom) Flesher live in
Oklahoma City, Okla., where David is a
senior at the University of Oklahoma
College of Medicine. Lisa is concluding
work on her master's degree in creative
writing at Central State University in
Oklahoma City, and works at the Full Circle
Bookstore there.
Robert J. Sorenson is manager of the
nuclear regulatory research section of the
energy systems department at Battelle's
Pacific Northwest Laboratories in Richland,
Wash. Robert, who received his master's
degree in applied behavorial science in
1981, is chairman of the safeguards
committee and member of the executive




Andrea M. Knappen teaches fifth grade
for the Port Angeles, Wash. School District.
Karen Harris teaches English with a
neighborhood association in Paris, France.
She also sings in various chamber choirs,
and gives folk music concerts in cafes,
galleries and churches. She will return to the
state of Washington in December, after
participating in the grape harvest in the
champagne region of France for the fourth
time. Ca, c'est formidable!
James D. Oxyer is attending Louisville
Presbyterian Theological Seminary in
Louisville, Ky.
Richard and Juleann (Howell, '82) Miller
live in Lawrenceville, NJ. Richard, in his
third year at Princeton Theological
Seminary, is assistant student pastor at
lawrenceville Presbyterian Church. juleann
is assistant nursing care coordinator in the
Princeton Coronary Care Unit,
Connie]. Copeland has joined the Young
Life staff in Spokane. Prior to her new
position, she was employed at CA Company,
a Spokane wholesale building materials
firm.
Dominic "Nic" Quinzon teaches physical
education and is athletic director at Our
Lady of Loretto SChool in Novato, Calif. Also
assistant track coach at Terra Linda High
School in San Rafael (his high school alma
mater), and assistant junior varsity football
coach at Novato High School, Nic serves on
the senior high youth staff for Marin
Covenant Church in San Rafael.
Andrea J. Lairson is assistant manager of
B-grades (close-outs) for Nike, Inc. in
Portland, Ore.
Wayne Christensen is an elementary
physical education specialist for the Yelm,
Wash. school district. He also coaches varsity
football for Yelm High SChool.
Sandra F. Castillo received a bachelor's
degree in business from Texas A & M
University in 1981. A sales representative for
Moore Business Forms, Sandra lives in
Houston.
1983
William and Annette (Auld, '81) Fanslow
make their home in Houston, Texas, where
Bill continues doctoral studies in
biochemistry at Rice University. Annette's
research at Baylor College of Medicine deals
with proteins involved in cholesterol
uptake. She also serves as elder at Houston's
First Presbyterian Church.
David and Karen (Mueller) Erickson live
in Richland, Wash., where David is
associated with United Nuclear Corp. and
Karen is assistant manager of a 267-unit
apartment complex.
Faye McIntyre, Seattle, Wash., substitute
teaches kindergarten through sixth grade
classes for the Shoreline and Edmond's
school districts. She taught the severely and
profoundly handicapped for Shoreline
during the summer months.
David B. Wilson published an article
entitled "The Nature of Previous
Experimental List Learning and
Phenomenon of Simultaneous Acquisition-
Retention," in Psychological Reports,
prepared in partial fulfillment of his
bachelor's degree in psychology.
Sheryl (Fardal) and Brian Winget make
their home in Honolulu, Hawaii. Sheryl
teaches at the Special Education Center of
Oahu.
Roberta D. Souder serves as a-Volunteer·
in-Mission in the capacity of campus
minister's intern at Central Missouri State
University of Warrensburg, Mo.
. Kristine MacDonald is a purchasing and
inventory control analyst for the National
Bank in Spokane.
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Diane (Harrison) and Rick Holt have
purchased a new home in Maple Valley,
Wash., where Diane teaches third grade at
Shadow Lake Elementary SChool. Rick works
for United Parcel Service.
Michelle Moomaw is an ABC Television
sales assistant in Los Angeles, Calif. Shelly
was a VIP escort during the opening
ceremonies of the 1984 Summer Olympics,
accompanying Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley.
Stephanie Harris, Spokane, counsels
disturbed adolescents at Excelsior Youth
Center.
Susan L. Hoag is a recreation therapist at
the Quincy, Wash. office of Grant County
Mental Health Department.
Sue Almour is a bank teller in san Diego,
Calif. She also serves as her church's high
school coordinator.
Sue Ann Higgens teaches eighth and
ninth grade English at Bowdish junior High
in Spokane's Central Valley School District.
Denise Dickensen lives in North Seattle
where she works with frail, elderly
individuals as director of an adult day
respite program for the Park Ridge Care
Center.
Iris M. Kroehler is a pediatric registered
nurse at Kapiolani Children's Medical Center
in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Laura Leichnitz lives in Altadena, Califf- ~
and is pursuing a master of social work
degree.
Karen S. Smith lives in El Cerrito, Calif,
where she works part time and does
substitute teaching.
Glenn Gano lives in West Allis, Wisc.,
where he owns and operates a small
merchandising company, which specializes
in T-shirts, buttons and posters for his
brother's band, "The Violent Femmes." He
is engaged to Mara Plume, who is pursuing
a master's degree in voice performance at
Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill.
Tony and Linda (Bocksch, '84) Borland
are in Lafayette, Ind., where Tony has a
research assistantship in biophysics at
Purdue University'S graduate school.
Linda M. Wiestaner lives in Pasadena
Calif., where she is pursuing her rnasterof
divinity degree at Fuller Theological
Seminary.
Roosevelt Travis has been working in
Altadena, Calif., and is enrolled in a master
of social work program.
~istina M. Moliter lives in Sunnyvale,
Calif", where she is technical editor for
Acurex, a Silicon Valley engineering firm.
She rooms with fellow graduate Tia Watts,
an engineer for Lockheed.
Cynthia Chamberlain, Altadena, Calif., has
completed requirements for her teaching
credentials at California State University in
Los Angeles.
Carole L. McCullough, Bellevue, Wash.
taught seventh and eighth grade English and
social studies last spring for the Edmonds
SChool District. She is doing graduate work
in French at the University of Washington.
Deaths
'12 Anna Maude (Daub) Lee, May tx,
1984.
'35 Allen T. Bandfield, May 13, 198-1.
'53 Rev. Ray T. Woods, May 22,1984
Marriages
'76 Sally Stowell and Alastair Taylor,july,
198-1, in Seattle, Wash.
'77 Rena Robin and Terry Merrill,
September 21,1984.
Takaka Fukumizo and lchiro Kamiya,
March J R, 1984. in Yokohama, Japan.
'78 Dianne Marie Rendle and Ralph W.
Hintze, May 26, 198-1.
Peggy L. Elliott and Rich Purvcar
March 31, 198-+ in Yakima. \X'~'ih.'
L4
'79 Nancy Beiler and Michael Crutchfield,
August 4,1984.
Bonnie Wells and Tonv Ranno
August 18, 1984, ' '
Deborah Freed and]ohn Genskow,
November 26, 1983.
'80 Eve Lindell and Charles E. Fauley, May
19, 1984 in Tacoma, Wash.
Tim Cheek and Sue Hinkle, '80,)uly
21, 1984.
Gary W. Paukert and Barbara Penner,
july 1,1984.
'83 Tony Borland and Linda Bocksch,
'84,july I, 1984.
Births
'67, Barbara (Busby) and William Stults,
girl, janna Kay, born March 12, 1983.
'69 Phyllis (Whitman) and jack Heims,
girl, Cydney Rose, born April 2, 1984.
'70 Milton and Mary Fayeth Atebara, boy,
William Rossiter,june 2,1984.
. '71 Mary Ann and Irving Opperud, girl,
Ann Lorena.june 14, 1983-
'72 Sally Ann (Wade) and Rick
Magnussen, girl, Danielle, born May
27, 1984.
Donna (Spencer) and Mark
McComas, girl, Maureen Lynn, born
April 1, 1984.
'73 Ted and Marilyn (Moffitt) Mattie,
girl, Amy Lynn, born February 21,
1984.
'75 Gary A. and Julie Frank, girl, Cheryl
Lynn, born March 17, 1984.
'76 Doug and Holly Barlow, girl, Emilie
Ann, born May 17,1984.
'77 Robert and Kathleen {Sellman, '78)
Peterson, twin girls, Rachel Carol and
sarah Elizabeth, born April 26, 1984.
David R. and Linda Brown, girl, Laura
Grace, bora in Febswl'l' 1984
'78 Madly (Rhinehart) and Timothy L.
McWilliams, boy, Ryan Thomas, born
February 28, 1984.
David and Mary Pat (Call, '79)
Lorente, boy, Andrew Joaquin, born
May 9, 1984.
Marshall and Margaret Wattman·
Turner, son, Brian jacob, born july 25,
1983.
'79 Daniel and Betsy (Wicklund, '76)
Newell, boy, Nathaniel josiah, born
November 24, 1983.
Christopher and Lisabeth
(Gruenfeld,0'81) Call, girl, Erin
Brooke, born july 17, 1984.
Dwight and Mary Pflugrath, boy, Brett
Dean, born june 29, 1984.
'81 Lisa (Rostad) and George Hays, girl,
Hailey Kay, born january 6,1984.
'82 Mary (Norton) and jerry Lawson, girl,
Frances Catherine, born September 4,
1983.
(continued from page 22)
Kenneth D. Pecka, M.s., director
of computer education, a 1980
Whitworth alumnus, has worked in
computer education in the public
schools since graduating. He has
been selected to direct a grant-
funded computer education
program for teachers. His master's is
from Eastern Washington University.
Beverli H. Reding, Ph.D., director
of health science programs,
associate professor of health
science, received a doctoral
fellowship in higher education from
the University of Washington
College of Education, Seattle.
Terri K. Sanders, M.s., assistant
professor of nutrition, adds several
years' experience managing college
food services to her graduate degree
in nutrition. She earned her master's
degree and was a teaching and lab
assistant at Oregon State University.
Carlos Solera, Ph.D., associate -
professor of economics, has an
international background as
economist, diplomat, consultant and
educator. A Costa Rican national, he
earned his doctorate at Iowa State
University. His experience in gov-
ernment and private business in the
U.S. and Central America will help
students understand economics in a
groba context.
Jerry E. Wilmot, M.Ed., head
men's basketball coach (interim), is
highly regarded by this year's Bucs.
With 24 years' experience, his
teaching and coaching show a
disciplined mastery that prepares
players to perform at their best. jerry
is on one-year leave from Chenev
High School where he is chair of
the physical education department.
Janet S. Yoder, M.A.,
director/instructor of the English as
a Second l.anguage Program, earned
her master's degree in English from
the University of Illinois.
Stebbins Selected for Army Program
Eric Stebbins of Helena, Mont., is
one of 20 cadets selected
nationwide as a candidate for the
Army's Technological Enrichment
Program.
Major Roy Yencheski said
Stebbins was chosen from among
6,';00 Second Lieutenants, including
those from West Point, and was the
number two ranked cadet in his
ROTC squadron. He will attend
Stanford l lniversirv where he will
study operations l:esearch svsrcms
analysis under a full two-year
scholarship.
One of several Whitworth's
graduating seniors profiled in
Toda)"s.lune issue, Stebbins carried
a double major in mathematics and
international studies and graduated
summa cum laude. He made plans
to work in government intelligence
two years ago
Stebbins was sworn into the Army
in a formal ccremonv June )0 at
Russell Theatre on tl;~ camrus of
Gonzaga I 'niversirv in Spokane.
McQuilkin Appointed
to Baseball Post
Scott McQuilkin, a 191>4
'Whitworth graduate, has been
named interim head baseball coach.
Athletic Dirccror Bruce Grambo
said the Bellevue, Wash., native was
assistant C""Cl, under I lead Coach
Steve Brown last season when the
Pirates won the NAJADistrict title
and the Northwest Conference. The
22-year old McQuilkin formerly
coached Babe Ruth youth programs
and an American Legion team that
placed third in the 191>1national
championship. He now replaces
Brown, who took a position at
Gonzaga University.
Brown said "Scott is a real asset.
He will be a vel)' positive influence
on everyone in the program.
Whitworth is fortunate to have him
as a coach. He will do a great job."
McQUILKIN
McQuilkin's playing career was
curtailed by a serious shoulder
injury during his sophomore year.
He graduated magna cum laude,
receiving a degree in Physical
Education and Mathematics.
Football:
Passing Bucs into Evergreen Conference
Head Coach Broce Grambo reviews the troops.
With 17 starters back for another
season, I lead Football Coach Bruce
Grarnbo is likely to continue his
habit of 'Buc passing' as his team
moves into its new Evergreen
Conference membership.
The Pirates posted a five win,
three loss, one tie record in their
final Northwest Conference season,
during which Quarterback Allen
Martin connected on 82 of 176 pass
attempts for 1,091yards and eight
touchdowns (while subbing for
rifleman Milt Myers, now departed.)
Martin's back along with receivers
Mike Moore and Wayne Ralph, and
tight end Eric Heidenreich,
If Grambo decides to run the ball,
he'll look to Scott Miller, Mark Beaty
and Mike Bayley. On the offensive
line, Vince Kopek and Matt Heaps
return at guard and Tom Weadick at
tackle,
On defense, safeties John Davison
and Terry Monahan are back, but a
knee injury has sidelined
cornerback Brian Stearns, Also
returning are seniors Marty Cosby,
Scott Chandler, Scott Ward and Kelly
Shea at linebacker and Gary
LaGuard at defensive end,
In this transition year, the
schedule will include some familiar
team names from the NWC along
with some new ones from EvCo,
Homecoming 1984 may be the Bucs
last chance at their old nemesis, the
Linfield Wildcats.
Paul Merkel to Enter Hall of Fame
Veteran Baseball Coach Paul
Merkel will be inducted into the
College Baseball Hall of fame, a
national coaching spokesman has
announced.
Citing Merkel's "outstanding
achievements and dedication to
baseball (which) have helped
upgrade the lives of many people,"
Bob Bennett, vice president of
American Association of Baseball
Coaches (MCBe), said the
Whitworth coach will be inducted
during a ceremony at the Opryland
Hotel in Nashville, Tenn. on January
5,
Merkel, who currently serves as
sports information director and
assistant football coach at
Whitworth, has been involved in
athletics at the college for 37 years,
He has served in Illany capacities
and received numerous honors.
As head coach at Whitworth
College from 1956 to 1971, he was
named Inland Empire Coach of the
Year in 1960, NAJACoach of the
Year twice and NAJADistrict I Coach
of the Year three times, He has also
received the 25-Year Award for Ath-
letic Service in the Inland Empire
and a 25-Year Award from the
MCBC. In 1971, he was inducted
into the NAJABaseball Coaches Hall
of Fame,
AWhitworth graduate, Merkel first
came to the college in 1940 as a
freshman, playing football,
basketball and tennis. He began his
coaching career as an assistant
coach at Whitworth in 1947, In
addition to the 15-year position as
head coach, Merkel served as
assistant coach from 1947-4H and
1955-56. lie has also been an
assistant basketball coach, athletic
director, intramural director and
SP()TtS information director.
MERKEL
Merkel's 1960 baseball-team won
the NAJANational Tournament, an
achievement that he considers the
high point of his career at
Whitwol1h. His 15-year record was
177 wins, 167 losses and 4 ties,
In 1966, Merkel was assistant
coach of the u.s. Team in the World
Tournament in Hawaii. In 1971>,he
was assistant coach for Sports
Festival I and in 1982, he served on
the administrative board for Sports
Festival IV. Both festivals were in
preparation for theOlympics.
From 1972 to 1975, Merkel was an
assistant coach for the Spokane
Indians professional baseball team.
He currently stays close to baseball
by helping out with the groundwork
at the ballpark during the summer
months.
Aquatics Director Hired
Thomas A. Grall, former coach of
Olympic and world-class swimmers,
has been named as director of
facilities and programs for the new
Whitworth Aquatic Center, Grall was
a member of the United States
Olympic Committee for swimming
from 1968 to 1976, and was a
member of the coaching staff of the
United States Swimming Team to
the World University Games in
Turin, Italy in 1970,
He was a member of the board of
directors of the International
Swimming Hall of Fame in Ft.
lauderdale, Fla. from 1974 to 1978
and is past president of the NAJA
Swimming Coaches Association, He
has coached 42 All-American
swimmers and 14 NAJAnational
champions,
Grall is a graduate of Springfield
College, Springfield, Mass" and has
a master's degree in physical
GRALL
education from Westfield State
College, Westfield, Mass., with
additional graduate work at
Springfield, West Virginia University
and American International College,
He has 14 years' experience
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I Dorm!'> open at I p.rn
2-:\ OrknLlIioll At,ti\"itk!'o
Alh-ising Da)
"i Rq~i~lr;lfion, H a.m.·.:! p.m
"j E\'l'r1ing Clas~'s Bq.:in
6 DayClasses Ilq~in
II I~KlIltrRetreat
10 I.aslDay to Add Classes
October




., tas Day ofClaSSl.:S
10 RL";lUingDay






"j \'Ii'oml'l1 In Transition. "Alu:rn:lli\TS Sl:mimlr."
9::\0 a.m.·2:.J,O p.m .. UOllam:m Seminar Ccllh:r
.P.2') Inn"stOlt"ot In Exn.'lll:1H.T. X;:\O a.m.·..j':'>O p.m ..
l.indaman x'minar C(:nlt"r
October
I' Basic Financial Planning for \'Ii'oOll·n. ') a.l11."-t
p.rn,. l.indarn:m St'minar Cl:nter
12 15 Ilol11ec()mil1~
11.1:~ "'111eMusic Man. ' H p.rn .. Cowks Memorial
Auditorium




+1X "New Pholo~raphks." Kodlll'r Galll'I')'. H::\O
'l.m.,-L:~Op.m, op(:nio~ rnTption Sunday, No\',
1'"1 Conct'rt, \'(11;tworlh Col\q.l;l' Communil\
Ordll'stra, Xp.m .. Cowk" '\1cmurial
Aj!dil(l~
December
i '111l·atn:. "Amahl and thl' Ni~hl Visitor ...:', p.m.,
Cowks J\krnorial Auditl.lriulll
I') t'onth;lll, \\'e"tl'rn \'i"ashin~lon I 'ni\'er"il)',
Whitworth Colk~e, I r·m
IH \'('nml'n's voltcvball. t 'nivcrxirv of Idaho.
MnSOl\\, hlaho: -":50 p.rn .
20 \'('01lll:1'-,SVollcvball: Momana Technical.
Whitworth Colicge, ':.~Op.rn
11,11 women's \'olkyball: \'i'hitworlh Invitational
12 FootbalL Ccrura! Wa ..hington ('niwrsity.
Ellensburg. I p.m.
1'; \'i'OIllt'I'-S Volleyh;llI, Gonz:lga I 'ni\"ersily.
(ionz;lga I 'ni\'ersity, ':.~Op.m
2H \'i'nml'o's Volleyball: Simon Frase:r I 'ntvcrsuv.
Burnaby. Ilritisli Cnlumhia,":.~(J p.m .
29 \'i'onu'n's volkvball: western \'i'ashinglOn
I 'ni\'LTsity, Ikllinglwm. Wash .. '::~Op.m.
29 FO(l[hall' 1Tnin:rsity or Pugct Sound. \'(11itworth
COllegl'. I p.m.
October
.f Woml'l"s VolleyhalL Ccmral Washingtoo
Ilni\Trsitr, Ellensburg, Wa...;h.,i:50 p.m
\'i'oml'n' ..;Volkyhall: t Illin'rsit~, of l"ugl't Sound
Invtrartonal
R)()tball: Easn-rn Orl'gon Slate l 'ni\'l'rsity. I~l
Grande.Orl"., I p.m.
Women's Vl)[leyh:lIl: Goonga Ilniwrsity,
Whitworth COIlegl', '"I:.~Op,m.
\'i'nllll:n's VolleyhalL J.l·wis,CI:lrk Sfa[l' Collq~l'.
Le:\\"i.~tlln,1(Iahu, ".'" p.m
WOllll'll'S Vlllleyball: llnin'rsit\" of I'orthmd
Tournament . .
Hl()lhall: Linfklll (:lllkgl" Ih)mCl·lJmin~.
Whilworth Collegt', I p.m.
\'i'nml'n's Vlllkyhall, Cl'ntr;ll \'i',lshington
IlninnilY. \'i'hitwmth Clllk~L', ..,;.~op.m.
\'('Ollll'lfs \'olle\"hall: Padtk Lll1hn;1I1
l·llin'rsity. Wh{twmth Colk~c, -",50p.m.
\'i'OlTll'n'!>Volkyhal!: t 'nin'r~ity of Puget SOUlUI.
Whit\\'orlh Colk~l'. ""'.~Op,m.
\'i'OllKn'!> Volk\'oall: Se.':Iuk l 'ni\'l'rsit\.
Whi(\\orth Colicgl", I p.m. '
!'ooth;ll!: [.c.·wi...and Clark Collq.l;l'. Portland,
p.m.
\'('llnKn'~ Volkyh<lll: l.l·\\is'C\;lrk SI:lIl' Colkgl".
Whilworth ColkgL". -..~opill
WonKn's \'ollqhal\ Whilm;l1l ("(,lk~l·.
Whitworth Colkgl·. """~O p.m.
\'i'onWIl's Volleyll:!ll: (kddl'n\:ll Colk~l'
Tournaml'm, I',t.s:ldl'n;l, (:;llir
Footh;ll1: \'('i\l:lIlll"ltl' {'nin'fsin'. \'i11ilworth
Cl)lk~e, I p.m. .



















2,.~ \'i'omen's \'olk"l'h;lll Dislrin Tourrlallll'nt ~ll
(iOlll.ag:l l'llin,n.il)
.~ Foothall, Padtk l'niH'f ..i1r. ForI.'st (irme. Orl' ..
I p,m
9- In \'i·mlll·n·...VolleyhalL lli·DislriL"t ~Il"l"t. I 'nilTr!>it\
or Porllarul ' .
I (l 1'00111:1'1. l':Idlk Lutlu-r:rn l'nin"fsity. Tanlllla.
p.m
1';-,"" \'i'mlll'lt"s Volle\"h;lll: N.".I.A. N;llion;t1
(:hampielllship':
The stock of these and many other fine companies currently yields




"RECEIVEAN INCOME 1J\X DEDUCTION
AND HELPWHITWORTH COLLEGE
For more information, contact our representative
Joe Dinnison at Foster & Marshall,
Washington Trust Financial center,
W. 711 Sprague, Spokane, WA.
Phone number: (509) 455-6074.
Sports
September
'; \X'OlllL'n'sVolk\"hall l'ni\"ersil\' of San Fr--ant'is(·o
Tourn:tment. S:in l'ranl'isl.:o .
(, \X'oml'n's Volk~h:lll: Sf. Mal')"s Col\egl'
l'ournanll'nt. J\Ioraga. Calif
",X \'i'omL'n's VOIlL'\'h;lll:l'ni\'ersit\' of C;lliforni<l
I)a\'is Tournamt:nl. D;lvis. Calii'.
II Wonfl'n's \'o[k~'h;ll\: Eastern Washio~(()n
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